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BUDGET AND DEPARTMENT NEEDS

QUANTITY AND PRICE OF LOBSTERS
Harold W. Look. Rockland lob- such a practice to the fishermen,
ster dealer, .said Thursday that a.s a better lobster would await |
there had been so much publicity the resumption of fishing.
recently about Maine lotxsters
Mr. Look uses as an example1
that he felt he should put in his of a successful closed season the j
oar.
results of the fishermen’s prac
A half century devoted to differ- tice at Monhegan. The boys out'
ent phases of the lobster industry.; there are very sensible, he quotes,
he writes, have taught me that Right now Monhegan lobsterrrien
I
there is an awful lot about this J are being paid 60c a pound instead
i business we do not know, but cer of the 26c price which prevailed
tain absolutes have been estab at the time of the heavy Maine
lished.
production in the late summer of
He agreed with Commissioner 1955. The present lobsters from
Stanley R. Tupper and Maine Lob- Monhegan. as a result of this
stermen’s Association President method, according to Mr. Look,
Les Dyer in essence that Mr. Ben are heavier and demand a better
Architect! drawing of the proposed addition to Camden High
Architects estimates set the cost classroom to teach her subjects,
son had been detrimental to the price. One lobster caught in their School to care for the rapidly growing student population. As bids of the new’ construction at $175,- The new’ building will provide a
space will cost the community in
industry only publicity-wise, if he season equals in value three or!nOW s,a'!dL.t!1': add, d
000, or $20,000 per classroom. This classroom for this teacher,
made the statement accredited to four caught at the height of the
estimate covered everything ex I present plans also call for the
him that “Maine lobsters are j shedding season when low prices
Camden citizens will gather school building committee’s re cept equipment.
j transfer of the manual training
getting smaller, and in the shed-1 prevail.
at a special town meeting called port.
Bid notices specified that the shop from the downstairs floor of
ding season are W’atery and of^ Stanley Tupper’s statement that for Monday evening to hear and
The committee will recommend construction of the building was the high school into the new buildpoor quality.”
1955 brought a better average vote on a report of the Camden one of five construction bidders to begin as soon as thawing con- ing. The high school area then
Look aaya, how’ever, that Ben price than in 1954 is challenged High School Building Committee to thc votersditions permitted in the spring al might be used for cafeteria space.
son is otherwise correct. Every by Look. He says that the Rock- and provide authorization for the
In another article the citizens though the school building com
The cafeteria at the Knowlton
Superintendent Harold Halligan
one who handles lobsters, fisher land area is keenly competitive' construction of the planned eight arc asked to authorize the con- mittee allowed that a contractor
Street Grade School now takes
might begin earlier if he so de care of the hot lunch program for
By Sid Cullen
snow storms or the hurricanes of men and dealers alike, know’ that and the highest prices on the coast classroom high school annex.
I struction of the building,
soft shell lobsters are not at their prevail in this city.
The meeting warrant includes
the Camden students.
No appreciable change can be recent memory, his crews take
Still another article asks that sired.
best. They do have a compensa
At this writing the price of lob-1 several articles calling for the the people authorize the organizaThe Camden School Board felt
Other advantages pointed out by
seen in the* budget of the Highway home more of the city’s cash then
tory factor in that the flavor is
'Continued on Page Twc
i acceptance by the voters of the tion of a new school building com the need of the building because Webber included the additional
Department over that of last year, he gets. An office girl to keep
tops at that season; the meat is
mittee if they decide to go ahead of the present crowded conditions and needed space for science stuaccording to Harold Halligan, records for the department is paid
fresh, clear and delicious.
with the construction. The duties in the school. Current enrollment dents. The new laboratory-classsuperintendent of the department $30 per week.
He goes on to say that Benson ROCKPORT FIRE DEPARTMENT
The
department
has
20
men
paid
of the present committee will end figures were set at 237. The new ( room will provide the facilities
The department is now working
is on the right track in advocating
with the submission of their re building will provide space for a and space.
on a budget of $123,371 and Halli on a hourly wage basis.
a closed season to permit lobsters INSTALLS TWO WAY RADIO UNIT
high school enrollment of from
The high school now has a staff
port Monday evening.
gan cannot see, unless salary in- !
Snow Removal
to harden up and become more
300 to 325. Superintendent Lewis of 15 teachers. Full enrollment at
creases are made, where he will
Costs of snow removal are in the shipable. Look thinks that such
The committee met Thursday
the 300 to 325 capacity, would
Webber reported.
need more than that figure.
laps of the Gods, according to a long season a.s Benson is quot
evening at the high School to se
At present, two high school mean an additional three or four
lect one of five submitted bids by
Incidentally, the projects of the Halligan. The budget is now ed as subscribing to, however,
classes are conducted at the teachers. One would be neces
contractors interested in under
highway department require the $13,000 and could he wiped out by would be disastrous to the fisher
Knowlton Street School.
These sary next fall.
taking the construction of the pro
highest single appropriation ask two heavy snow storms such as men. Three-quarters of the year
Of the six classrooms in the new
may be removed to the new build
posed annex.
ed by any department in the muni that of last February which cost ly catch in Maine is landed from
ing.
annex a double classroom will be
cipal operating side of the city $6,000.
Bids submitted w’ere Peachey
July through October, he points
Webber reported that the school utilized for a study room with a
establishment. Its per capita cost
Snow storms so far this winter out.
Builders of Augusta, $225,600; has a "floating teacher," one who single teacher affording super
is about $13.35 per year. It is ex have cost $650 each on an average.
Nickerson and O'Day of Bangor must travel from classroom to vision.
He cites that from the time the
ceeded only by the School DcpartTwo more trucks, salvaged from so-called shedders or new shell
$223,900; A. P. Wyman, Inc. of
Waterville, $217,600; C. Kendall
ment which has a per capita cost, government surplus at the airport lobsters strike at Kittery it is four
according to the last city report, ; and overhauled by department to six weeks or more before they
Hopkins and Sons of Camden. COAL MEN TO PRESENT CASE TO
$214,830; and Stew’art and Wil
of $36.62.
mechanics, have helped speed up hit at West Quoddy Head. Look
COUNCIL MONDAY ON COAL VERSUS
liams, Inc. of Augusta. $208,600.
Duties of the department are snow removal this year to an ex thinks a closed season of twro or
The
committee
will
select
one
many. Streets and sidewalks are tent.
three weeks only to follow by
OIL HEATING COSTS FOR CITY
of the bidders and recommend
the primary concern of the high
The department operates eight areas the progress of the shedder
Rockland’s city manager and
The survey and appraisal was
him to the meeting in their re
way crews.
City sanitary and trucks in all, two of which, a five season up the coast would permit
port. Low bidder is not auto- the City Council will meet Monday asked for by the Board of Assessstorm sewers are included in the ton GMC and a Walter seven ton a better lobster to reach the mar
matically awarded the contract evening with representatives of ment Review after a complaint by
long list of responsibilities. Main 1 unit are used solely for snow plow ket. Also a short closed season
because of the varying specifica- l°cal coal companies who wish to local businessman Clayton Bitler
tenance of public buildings, other ing. The GMC cost $9,000 in 1952 w’ould give the fishermen the time
tions submitted with each bid.
air their views on recent state- on the unfairness of the present
than schools, also come unde* the while the Walters was purchased needed to dry out their traps and
Another article in the warrant ments by the city manager con- personal property tax arrangedepartment.
in 1945 at a cost of $22,000.
kill the worms which are begin
asks the voters to determine the caning the greater expense in ments.
Parks, parking lots, recreation I Smaller trucks ranged in value ning to become plentiful at that
An order authorizing the loca
method in which they will vote at heating the city building with coal
sites, playgrounds, and the Public
! time. No loss would accrue from
(Continued on Page Seven)
instead of oil.
tion of new and removal of old
the
regular
March
town
meeting;
Landing all are projects of Ha Hi- j
by a show of hands, by a secret
statements were made poles by the New England Tele
gan’s crews. In short, they are the j
ballot in open town meeting or by some time ago when Manager phone and Telegraph Company on
handymen of the municipal estab- ' WARREN OFFICIALS PREPARING
Australian ballot. The money for Lloyd K. Allen announced that the South Main and Ocean Streets will
lishment.
BUDGET FOR MARCH MEETING
the construction of the building'
heating system be studied.
| would be converted from the old
In another routine procedure,
Salaries I)<» Not Appear In Budget
will
be
raised
at
the
regular
town
Many matters pertaining to pick up and dump trucks,
coal stoker to an oil burner sys the Council will act on an author
While other departments of the
meeting.
business to be transacted at the
Another matter talked about wa:
tem.
ization order to the council chair
city show a definite appropriation
The bids were submitted for a
annual towrn meeting in March the workmen’s compensation for
At that time, he reported that man and director of finance to
for wages or salaries of em
one
story
cinder
block
structure
were discussed by the Warren all town employees, including
he felt the conversion would cost negotiate loans for the payment
ployees, the Highway Department
overlayed with brick veneer. The
budget committee at the second in school teachers.
the city less in heating bills. The of municipal indebtedness with
does not.
structure will stand in front of the
Suggestions heard at the mce*
city would also be placed in a bet the usual amount and term re
All work is figured by the pro a series of three, held Tuesday
present high school on Knowlton
night in the municipal building. ing included those for improve
ter
competitive position because strictions.
ject with wages of workmen en
street connecting the high school
ment of conditions at the town
of the greater number of oil bids.
gaged on it, use of vehicles, ma Voters w’ere invited to attend.
with the combination gymnasiumHe said only two coal bids were YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Superintendent of Schools Earle j dump.
terials and other items all being
auditorium building.
received by the city in reply to
M.
Spear
of
Waldoboro
explained
I
Ways
of
condensation
of
word

charged to that project and car
It will house eight classrooms
STARCHED ANGELS
recent requests for bids.
ing of the annual town reports
ried on the city appropriation list the coming expense needs of the j
and a general shop area and will
When
one’s disconsolate and ill,
The
three
coal
men,
Cleveland
Photo
by
McKeon
school system for the coming were also taken up.
as such.
Rockport volunteer firemen crowd around Fire Chief Robert Berry provide 3550 square feet of addi Sleeper of the Rockland Fuel Co., And in some House of Mercy finds
The
final
meeting
of
the
budget
year.
However, there is a wage scale
an he sends a test message over the new two-way radio unit. In the tional school room space to the Morris B. Perry of M. B. & C. O. Himself at bay. w:th utter fill
Edward
Ladd of Rockland, committee before the annual town foreground is Maurice < arleton, next is Berry. Seated behind the
Of pain his dour aggression binds.
set each year. It varies from 90
high school.
Perry and Ardrey Orff of the Starched
angels — these,
his
wheel of the pumper truck is Ralph Marston, assistant chief. Seen on
cents per hour for laborers to $1.20 trustee of the Knox County Gen meeting will be held at 7.30 Mon
Prseent
plans
for
the
use
of
the
Rockland-Rockport Lime Com
nurses, take
day night at the town office. the other side of the truck are Fred Leland, behind Marston, and Neil
per hour for foremen with special eral Hospital spoke briefly on hosbuilding call for four regular pany, joined forces in refuting the Control: they change his bed and
Brown, hardly visible behind the windshield.
skills and long service, plus over pital needs and Warren’s quota as Recommendations from the meetclassrooms, a commercial room city manager's statements. They
soothe
The
Rockport
Fire
Department
monitoring
unit
set
up
at
the
staing
will
be
incorporated
in
the
will be inserted in the warrant.
a typing room, a combination requested the Monday night hear His back and wrinkled rump, and
time pay.
added
a
new
two
way
radio
unit
tion. The monitor would receive
Discussions included the town’s town warrant.
make
Halligan, as superintendent, re
science lab and lecture room and ing.
Him more at ease, as thus they
Harold A. Boggs was chairman to its firefighting equipment this calls but could not send them. It a band and music room.
ceives $60 per week and is not insurance requirements in regard
It was reported that they would
smooth
week, the result of a two months would eliminate, however, the de
The principal's offices will be be accompanied by Harold C. Neal His anxious contemplations lest,
paid overtime. Many a week when to a “fleet” policy on all town of the Tuesday night session hav public solicitation and money rais
lay for receipt of the message re
ing
been
elected
budget
commit

owned
vehicles,
including
the
fire
located in the new building also. pf the Losch Boiler Company of Becoming morbid in his plght.
an emergency develops, such as
ing campaign conducted by the 23 lay by telephone from Camden.
I department units, and road equip- tee chairman at the first of the
He won't relax and meet the test,
The annex will also house a fur Pennsylvania.
men of the department.
Plans
for
the
purchase
of
the
Subdue his qualms, reveal no
| ment of grader, front end loader, series January 16.
nace
room
to
serve
both
the
new
In
other
business
during
the
The two way RCA radio unit radio equipment were laid last fall
fright.
— SUPPER —
building and the present high evening, the Councilmen will act Starched angels! Ah, what succor
went into operation Monday with and the project kicked off with
first large scale experiment of its
school, replacing the old boiler lo on an order authorizing the city
they
South Hope Grange Hall
the first message transmitted to the presentation of the show
Surf Lands First
kind.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. X
Holiday Ahoy" at the Rockport cated in the present high school. manager to execute a contract Provide, assuaging one's dismay.
the unit’s 60 watt base station at
From 5-7 P. M.
Purpose of the drug is to prove the Camden Fire Department.
Peter Cameron.
Fish Treated
Town Hall with firemen in the This entails connecting the pres with the Cole-Layer-Trumble Com
(Benefit of March of Dimes)
To my nurses at Knox County
pany of Dayton, Ohio, for a per
or disprove the preservative qual
The radio was installed in the cast. Other projects included a ent piping with the new heating
i6*at
General Hospital,
sonal property tax survey.
ities of the Aureomycin. If the company’s 1952 Buffalo pumper. public supper at the Glen Cove system.
With Aureomycin
The Birds Eye trawler Crest re- drug is proved effective and uti It carries over a 25 miles radius Grange hall, contests, public soli
' turned to port Wednesday evening lized by the fishing industry it on the Camden base station fre citations and the mailing of 101
YOU ARE INVITED TO SEE ANO TRY
! after a 15 day trip to the Grand could mean lonK,‘r triPs' both in quency. The Camden base sta letters to permanent and summer |
FREE1
FREE!
Banks with Aureomycin treated distance and time, for a fishing tion, in turn, is in touch with the residents of Rockport.
TRIUMPH TR-2 Sport Car
fish and the two food technologists trawler, it was reported by Kline base stations of Lincolnville and
Contributions ranged from 61
PYROFAX GAS
that accompanied the fishermen, i before b*a departure.
cents to a $100 check totaling,
Blue Hill.
Up To 40 Miles per Gallon. Over 100 Miles per Hour.
The two chemists, Edward Kline I Kline said Thursday that the
The radio wtll provide the de last week, J926. This surpassed
of the American Cyanamide Com- treated fish would be laboratory partment with much needed com the original goal of the cost of one
LEADS AGAIN
SEE US BEFORE YOU
1 pany of New York and Princeton, tested along with a quantity of munication with the neighboring unit and it is hoped by the men of
BUY A NEW GAS
i N. J., and Dan Heald of the Boston non-treated fish over a three week fire department in the case of the department that contributions
- MOW period.
laboratories
of
Birds
Eye
Division
will
continue
to
provide
the
means
emergency
where
quick
message
APPLIANCE
FREE GAS INSTALLATION
Skipper of the Crest was Mike relay is called for.
of General Foods, treated a small
of purchasing the second unit and
SBRVKL
portion of the trawler's catch with Mahar with Lee Benner as first
The pump truck will report its the monitor, which would cost
the bacteria killing drug in the mate.
location to Camden on every call about $70.
No Deposit or
■jif Expert Installation!
Berry said that more than 50
it answers. Camden, in turn, will
Regulating Equipment •jlf
Free Check-Ups!
transmit any message received per cent of the letters were an
You may like many sports, but because you are so busy you
or Tanks
from the truck to the Rockport swered with contributions. The
EVERYONE ... Is Welcome
ran not find time for recreation. With a TR-2 you can gain
present total provides the depart
station by means of telephone.
pleasure while going about your daily business and rut down
The radio was installed at a cost ment with $345 toward the cost of
To the
on your expenses besides. You can not Imagine how much
MONITOR
of $535. for equipment, installa the second unit.
fun it is to drive a TKll'MPH TR-2.
OLD FASHIONED
The Camden Fire Department is
tion and frequency checks. It is
SERVICE
hoped by the Rockport Fire Chief alloted 10 units to its licensed base
Price Only $2499.00 otGOSPEL MEETINGS
Robert Berry, that the department station. It has two two-way radio
through similar money raising units Itself, with the new Rockport
Triumph Volkswagen Dealer
Saturday Nights
projects, will be able to purchase unit making three.
COMPTON S
Albert E. MacPhail
Actual installation of the radio
another unit and a monitor.
OOB. PASS A UNION STS
AUTO CENTER INC.
The second two way radio unit was donated by volunteer fireman
MS MAIN ST.
TEL. 7M
At West Washington Chapel ....
TEL. U1S
ROCKLAND. ME
would be installed in the 1942 In Maurice Carleton with Don Pierce,
65 Main St., Lewiston, Maine
Dial 2-0210
15*lt
17-8-tf
ternational tank truck with the both of Rockport.
»oooo»oooooooo»ooo»»<
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Mobil-flame

’
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Belfast Club

DR. LORD COMPLETES HISTORY

Outshoots Locals

OF ST. GEORGE LODGE OF WARREN

Tonian Circle
Sponsors Club

By Twelve Points

Of Young Women

The Belfast Rifle Club shot the
highest scores Wednesday night
at their home range in a shoulder
to shoulder match with the Rock
land Rifle Club. A total of 24
members, shooting two targets
each was made easy with Bel
fast's comparatively new 10 point
firing range in the American Le
gion Hall.

The Tonian Circle of the Univer
salist Church entertained the
younger women of the parish at
the picnic supper and meeting
Wednesday evening at the Ma
sonic Temple with 41 present.
Supper was served under the di
rection of Miss Katherine Veazie,
assisted by Mrs. Levi Flint. Mrs.
Sidney
Radcliffe, Mrs. Edwin
Boody and Miss Gladys Blethen.
Following supper an organiza
tion meeting of the younger group
was held with Mrs. Flint and Mrs.
George Wood as sponsors. Plan*
were made to meet the third
Thursday of each month, the first
meeting to be held Feb 16 at the
home of Mrs. Samuel Collins.
Samoset Road. Officers elected
were: Mrs. Collins, president;
Mrs. Richard Spear, vice presi
dent; Mrs. Deane Deshon. secre
tary and
Mrs. Rex Garrett,
treasurer.
A social evening following with
cards and games being enjoyed
by those present.

R. McGray
W. Canning
E. Small
I. Hatch
O. Paul

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Belfast
Pr. O H. Total
94
193
99
100
91
191
99
89
188
97
89
186
186
98
88

Total

944

Roekland
Pr. OH. Total
189
100
89
D. Huntley
87
186
99
S. Scieszka
87
186
99
W. Jones
86
186
100
E. Young
185
100
85
O. Albee

Total

932

Members of the Tonian Circle
present were: Mrs. Carl Freeman.
Mrs. Charles Schofield. Mrs. ArdCaught Two Million
rey Orff. Mrs. Isaac Hammond.
Photo by McKe»n
Mrs. George St. Clair. Mrs. Earle
Dr.
Jadson
P.
Lord,
author
of
the
history
of
the
150
years
of
SL
George
Pounds Last Month
MacWilliams, Mrs. Arnold Rogers.
Lodge of Masons in Warren.
Mrs. Frederic Lewis. Mrs. Clin
Catches of redftsh and ground
A 92-page history of St. George complete history among the St.
fish by trawlers of the Birds Eye Lodge of Masons in Warren has George Lodge papers. He has ton Boyley, Mrs. Levi Flint, Mrs.
Ralph Nutt,
Division in January were report been
completed
after
eight sent two carbon copies to the
Mrs. B. J. Dowling. Miss Gladys
ed this week.
months of spare time work by Dr. Grand Lodge of Maine.
Mrs.
Alfred Benner,
A total catch of 2.279 981 pounds Judson P. IjOrd of Warren, secre
It has been painstaking work, Blethen.
of fish was landed by six trawlers tary of the lodge. The organiza scanning the record books of the Mrs. Donald Farrand. Mrs. Edwin
with 2 047,500 pounds of redflsh tion’s 150th anniversary is to be lodge page by page over the 150 Boody. Mrs. Ronald Gillis, Mrs.
and 232.481 pounds og ground fish observed March 31.
year period, with 22 years except Sidney Radcliffe, Mrs. George
Wood.
Mrs.
Carl
Christofferreturned.
The actual date of the founding ed due to loss of books by fire.
Miss
Margaret
Nutt.
High line trawler for the month of the lodge was March 10, 1806.1 He also has perused Grand sen,
was the Drift 415.500 pounds of but the committee in charge set a Lodge records and has searched Mrs. Thomas Long. Mrs. Burton
redflsh and 105 535 pounds of later date in the month so that for early backgrounds in Eaton's Flanders. Mrs. Oliver Holmes and
Miss Katherine Veazie.
the traveling would be easier.
| Annals of Warren.
ground fish.
Guests included: Mrs. William
Appointed to the general com
Other trawlers were: the Surf.
A 25-page printed and bound
496.000 redflsh. 700 ground fish; condensation of the history will be mittee of three in the lodge for Stambaugh, Mrs. Richard Spear.
Squall. 363.000 redflsh
91.020 available to members of St- the observance next month are: Mrs. Samuel Collins. Mrs. Deane
Russell
Smith.
past
master; Deshon, Mrs. Robert Smith, Mrs.
ground fish; Storm, 270 000 redflsh, George Lodge soon.
Dr. Lord, a past senior grand George A. Buck, present master, Thomas Watkinson,. Mrs. Carl
226 ground fish; Crest. 277.000 red
flsh; and the Ocean, 228,000 red warden of the Grand Lodge of and Paul Dillaway, senior warden Carlson, Mrs. John Knight, Mrs.
Edward Moffitt, Mrs. Nadine
Maine, will file the original of the of the lodge.
flsh, 40,000 ground fish.
Bowden, Mrs. Rex Garrett, Mrs.
Miles Sawyer. Mrs. John S. Lowe.
Camden's Gifts To BERLIAWSKY STARTS ON FILLING
Jr., Miss Ellen Maxey, Mrs. John
Benson and Miss Priscilla Staples.
Polio Fund
UPPER LERMOND'S COVE NEAR
The next meeting of the Tonian
Circle
will be Feb. 15 at the home
Totaled $3,166.06
TILLSON AVE. FOR PARKING LOT
of Mrs. Wood. Talbot avenue.
A check for $3,166.06 was pre. ■ Nathan Berliawsky started the in obtaining fill material and
sented March of Dimes County filling project at the head of Ler asked that such materials as
Lobster Dealer
Chairman Louis Moore Wednes- monds Cove Friday which will ashes and dirt and rock from ex
cavations
be
dumped
at
the
site,,
dya by Norman Dickey of Camden
(Continued from Page One)
eventually result in the bulkhead
The Army Engineers have ap sters in Rockland is five cents a
on behalf of the Camden Dimes
chairman, Charles Lowe, and the ing of the cove at a line slightly proved a granite riprap bulkhead pound higher than east and west
contributors.
south of the brook in back of to extend across the cove from the i of it.
land of the W. H. Glover Com
Dickey is honorary chairman of Glover store.
Mr. Look’s firm maintains recthe Camden drive
Earth being taken from the pany's lumber yard to a point on | ords yearly of all fishermen pur
A list of sources was announced Dragon Cement Company's new the eastern shore near the Snow j chases and poundage; pounds
by Chairman Lowe from the Cam quarry excavations is being used Marine Basin. Earth All in back
divided into amount paid is an
den area; Blue Crutch projects and 2.000 cubic yards have been of the wall, which will extend
absolute barometer of average
netted American Legion Auxiliary, contracted from George Hall bv downward to a solid base, will in
price, and he has discovered the
$113.62; American Legion, $98.72; Berliawsky. t____
time provide an area which will i average for 1955 was below, not J
Camden Theatre, $22 83; and the
The hotel owner made the pro accomodate a large number uf as Mr. Tupper had suggested
American Legion Auxiliary supper, posal two years ago to convert the cars.
above 1954. Look feels that the Sea
$50.
With the Lermond's Cove dredg and Shore Fisheries Department
upper cove area which adjoins
Other contributions and projects
Tillson Avenue into a parking lot ing project in the offing, possi does a remarkable job on statiswere:
Maiden
Cliff
Rebekah
and at the same time eliminate bilities of a dock over the face of , tics, but believes many of the
Lodge supper, $53.50; Seaside 4-H
the tidewater flats which have the bulkhead are not outside the j facts they gather must necessarClub peanut sale. $4734; Special
been a source of some of the odors realm of possibility, as there will i ily be of an arbitrary nature.
Gifts Committee, $211; Megunti
which have had the city described be sufficient water depth to ac
President Les Dyer’s statement
cook Grange supper and game
comodate small craft and Ashing that lobsters averaged more in
party, $625; Mothers March under as "Rockland by the smell”.
Abutting
landowners
have boats.
| weight in 1954 than in 1940 by
the chairmanship of Mrs. Walter
The work is progressing at Mr. passes the fact that it takes about
agreed
to
the
projeet
which
has
Strang. $1,202.82; clubs, organiza
tions and gifts, $89; March of the approval of the Army Engi Berliawsky’s expense in keeping seven years for a lobster to grow
with the offer he made at the time to legal size. The double gauge
Dimes cards $536.96; store coin neers and the city.
Berliawsky observed Friday aft he suggested the project two law’ became effective in July 1933
collections, $20.07; WRKD radio
and by 1940 was just beginning
auction, $85.50; and dance tickets ernoon that he would welcome aid years ago.
to show’ its value.
from the Finnish-American Dance,
age of the difference between the
$18.75.
Several years following. 1933
Licensing Law
amount paid for farm motor truck produced practically all chicken
On Farm Trucks
registration and the annual fee 1 or one lb. size, lobsters. One lot
Municipal Court
I at that time from Port Clyde, ac
for the desired tonnage in accord
cording to Ijook. had two large
Harold P. Moore of Warren ap Is Explained
ance with the permit table con
: lobsters in 1100 pounds. Through
pealed a $10 fine in Municipal
Farm
Farmers are asking Farm Bu tained in this section.
Court Wednesday after he was
trucks so registered .shall be op the 1940's the catch was well bal
found guilty of failing to pay a reau officials for information on erated on the public highways anced as to sizes; however, aft^r
how to license farm trucks under
traffic meter violation fee.
only within a radius of 15 miles the war was over and the resump
Rockland police reported that a Registration Act Amended by from the main entrance of the tion of heavy fishing, the larger
Moore's car had been tagged for the 97th Maine Legislature to al farm where such vehicle is cus sizes were increasingly caught up.
overparking on Dec. 12 on Main low lower registration rates for tomarily ke.pt. The Secretary of It seems now we have to wait
street and payment was still due farm trucks operating within a State shall issue a registration ! each year for the new crop to,
after notices had been sent Moore 15-mile radius of home, accord plate or plates so designed that a come out to produce profitable
fishing. Other seasons are almost .
by the police department.
ing to Harry L. Dunton, a State farm motor truck registered un
a failure. It was interesting to
He was released.
Farm Bureau director of Pitts der this section may be distin
• • •
hear tw’o fishermen talking th<- i
guished
from
commercial
vehicles
field.
A single case involving a traffic
other day. One was complaining
According to Mr. Dunton, the otherwise registered under the
violation made up the entire Mu
about poor fishing; the other
law took effect in August. 1955 provisions of this section."
nicipal
Court
agenda
Friday
said, "What do you expect? You
and reads in part as follows:
morning.
, caught them in August and sold
"Provided that the annual fee
David P. Wellman, 19, of Rock
| them cheap."
for registration of farm motor
land pleaded guilty to operating
Look says supply and demand
trucks, when such trucks are used
a vehicle after his license had
govern the price paid to fisher
primarily for transportation of
been suspended. He was fined $25.
men.
He advocates a national j
agricultural
commodities.
sup
and costs of $450 or 20 days in
, double gauge
measure which
plies
or
equipment
to
be
used
in
Jail in case of non-payment.
i would give more desirable size
The youth was stopped by spe connection with the operation of
| lobsters
and tend to reduce
cial officers at Thomaston Thurs a farm or farms owned, operated
1 foreign
importation.
as
they
or
occupied
by
the
registrant,
day evening.
would have to conform to our
shall
be
as
follows.
Wellman was found guilty of
measure. He says th«* industry
From 9901 pounds gross weight
apeeding on Jan. 27 and his li
needs the fullest co-operation of
cense was suspended pending the to 11 000 pounds gross weight. $20.
the fishermen, the dealers, the
pounds
gross
From
11 001
payment of his fine.
Department
of Sea and Shore
pounds
gross
to
14
000
weight
Swamped in Clerical Work—
Fisheries, the Legislature and the
weight. $30.
\’o wonder he has a headache!
NORTH WALDOBORO
other American states. No single
gross
pounds
14.001
From
Spare yourself some of the
Lyrnie Bagley of Albion have wi-ight to 16 000 pounds gross
group can get very far alone, he
been visiting at the horn- of E we tight. <1
tiresome writing such as name i concludes.
Beulah Mank.
gross
pounds
From
16 001
signing, dating, numbering and
Mr and Mrs. Richard Shaw of weight to 18,000 pounds gross
addressing, by the use of
Several Treated
Yarmouth spent Friday and Sat weight, $60.
urday with Mr. and Mrs. Levi
The term "agricultural comRUBBER STAMPS
For Injuries
Robinson and family.
modifies" shall not include logs
ANY SIZE — ANY TYPE
Four rases w-ere treated at
Miss Gean Ann Rob nson spent or pulp wood. Farm motor trucks
On Order At
Knox County General Hospital
Saturday night with Miss Ann registered und*»r this section may
Wednesday, two of them accident
receive a short-term permit in ac
Weston.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE victims at the Rockland-Rockport
cordance with the provisions of
130-aw-tf i Lime Company where they are(
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette., thia section by paying a percent-

Birds Eye Craft

CUSHING TAKES JUST PRIDE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Three Times a Week
Editor and Publisher, John M Richardson
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846 In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547.

EDITORIAL

LET'S GIVE THE BOYS A HAND
When Rockland's business population came to their
places of employment Friday morning they found every
street plowed and Main street entirely free from the six
inches of wet snow which had fallen during the preceding
night.
It is a big undertaking to handle that much heavy
snow so expeditiously and the Highway Department cer
tainly did themselves proud.
Let's give the boys a hand.

IN HONORS ACCORDED MAJORGENERAL MERRITT EDSON
i Taken from Quantico "Sen
try," Marine Corps School. Quan
tico. Va.. issue of Dec. 15. 1955.
and may be of interest as General
Edson was a son-in-law of Mrs.
George Robbins of Cushing, and
had visited there several times.
Mrs. Robbins was present at the
dedication).
EDSON HALL DEDICATION
Communication
Officers
School

Building Becomes Fxlson Hail,
In

Honor

Of

Famed

Raider

Leader.

In memory of the late Maj. Gen. |
Merritt A. Edson, one of the na
tion’s outstanding citizens. Ma
rine Corps hero of World War n.
and champion of the fighting man
with the rifle, w’as perpetuated
NEW PROSPERITY FOR ROCKLAND
here Tuesday with the dedication
The order of the day, State-w’ide, is industry and more
of Edson Hall.
industry, but while we are in hot pursuit of new industrial
The edifice bearing the Medal
ventures for Rockland we must not forget a most respect
of
Honor winner’s name houses
able source of community income which is located on Bay
the
communication
officers’
Point, so called.
school.
Reference is had to the Samoset Hotel which during the
Speaking before a capacity
past few years has brought to Rockland scores of large
audience of officers and men as
conventions with great resultant financial benefit to the
sembled in the Edson Hall au
city and its merchants.
ditorium, General Thomas spoke
The curtain is lifting on what will possibly be the most
of the achievements of General
successful season of all. with the word that the 39th Annual
Edson in war and peace. He also
Convention of the National Association of Securities Ad
ministrators will convene at the Samoset Sept. 9 through
spoke of General Edson’s meticu
Sept. 12.
lous use of communications while
More and larger conventions at the Samoset spell addi
in battle, one of the reasons the
tional prosperity for this whole greater community.
Communications School was chos
en to bear his name. Mrs. Ethel
R. Edson. General Edson’s widow
THE SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
was present as an honored guest.
Many of us of the older generation who have always
At the conclusion of General
maintained a healthy interest in the public schools can
Thomas’ brief speech, Mrs. Edson
recall the hurdles that had to be overcome in establishing
and General Thomas proceeded to
the school lunch program.
the front of the building and the
Its earliest beginnings in Rockland came through the
bronze plaque with the name of
original P. T. A. with May Flanagan of beloved memory as
General Edson was unveiled by
president and Dr. James Kent as chairman of the Annual
Mrs. Edson. The playing of the
Milk Fund Ball which raised money to provide bottled milk
national anthem by the Marine j
for school children, the distribution in the hands of Public
Corps Band and the benediction
Health Nurse, Eliza Steele.
delivered by Chaplain Embry con
There were many obstacles to be overcome, as the idea
cluded the ceremonies.
muddled along through its early years, with the public
The hall was opened for inspec
reacting favorably only after long debate, and government
tion
by the guests and coffee was
surplus foods only gradually becoming available.
served. The medals of General
Today the hot school lunch program is accepted as an
Edson, donated by his w’ife and
absolute must, bringing health and strength to many chil
sons, are arranged in a glass case
dren otherwise lacking a good balanced noon meal, and a
next to his portrait in the build
genuine benefit to all as ably served under the direction
ing’s foyer.
General Edson’s
of Mrs. Christine Dorman.
sons, Capt. Merritt A. Edson. Jr.,
Next week has been set apart by Gov. Muskie as Maine
and 2d Lt. Herbert R. Edson, both
School Lunch Week, a token of the present day standing
Marine officers, escorted their
of the program.
mother.
The late General Edson. who
A TIME FOR STUDY AND MATURE JUDGEMENT
died in Washington, D. C.. Aug.
14, 1955, has been called one of
No citizen of Rockland can question the wisdom of
the truly great and inspiring lead
the City Council and School Board in joining forces as they
ers of the Marine Corps. At the
have to face the grave situation that faces this community
conclusion of his Marine Corpus
with special reference to school housing.
career in 1947 after almost 30
They have already spent endless hours in studying the
years of commissioned service,
school problem and necessity demands the burning of
he was made First Commissioner
much midnight oil in further study. The four proposed
of Public Safety for the State of
solutions call for much further consideration before finally
being presented to a mass meeting of citizens for open
Vermont and at the time of his
discussion prior to arriving at a decision, according to
death was the executive director
present plans.
of the National Rifle Association.
Both boards are facing the situation honestly, admitting
His best known achievement was
that the city is not ready financially for major expendi
the role he played in the taking
tures. Both unite in not being swayed by pressure groups
of Tulagi and Guadalcanal where,
whose demands cannot be met without economic disaster.
as the leader of the famed 1st
Both groups also recognize the fact that sharply increased
Raider Battalion, he received his
budget requests are likely to be made by all city depart
second award of the Navy Cross
ments.
and the Medal of Honor.
The situation must be faced as a whole with every
Born in Rutland, Vt., April 25,
citizen and taxpayer vitally concerned, for not only the
1897. General Edson attended the
schools but every other city activity is concerned. It is
University of Vermont until he en
to bring the problem of the entire municipality before the
listed in the National Guard, with
citizens so they may see the whole picture, that this news
which he served on the Mexican
paper is running a series of articles on budgetary demands,
border for three and one-half
department by department.
months. In October, 1917 he re
The financial picture is not pleasing but we say, as
ceived his commission as a Ma
we have said before, that the affairs of the city are in safe
rine second lieutenant and, in
hands. We counsel citizens to study the situation through
September, 1918 sailed for France
the impartial and wholly factual series of articles being
where he eventually served with
presented in The Courier-Gazette and to go slow in ex
the occupation forces.
pressing unbased ideas.
Duty at Quantico follower, un
This is very definitely no time for pressure groups to
til in 1922. he was transferred to
be active on any project. Rather it is a time for sober,
Pensacola. Fla where he qualified
mature study of facts as they are and a time to renew
is a Naval aviator, received his
our faith in City Manager Allen, the City Council and the
wings, and remained an active
School Board.
flyer until 1925. It was about this
time that he was transferred to
employed.
trawler Crest.
Clarence Harden. 28. of 16 Knox
Smith,
employed
on
the Nicaragua where he performed
street received treatment for con trawler, fell across a wire on the 1 one of the great feats of that camtusions of the right leg and a pos vessel while on a fishing trip near i pa ign.
Having first shown interest in
sible fracture of the leg. Hardin the Newfoundland fishing grounds.
was hurt at the Lime Company He suffered contusions of the left rifle competition in 1920 and hav
when several bags of lime rolled side and a possible fracture of the ing fired with the Marine rifle
over onto his leg. according to the lower rihs. He was released after team in that year, he was made
; captain of the Marine Corps rifle
hospital report.
treatment. The Crest returned to
i team from 1935 to 1938.
Another company employe, Al port Wednesday evening.
It was the battle for Tulagi and
len Cramer, 31, of 12 Willow
Richard Neild. 9, son of Mr. and
street, injured during the after Mrs. Howard Neild of South Guadalcanal that made the name
noon. suffered an extensive lac Thomaston, was treated for a of Edson and his Raiders world
eration on the back of the right deep laceration of the lower right famous. During these battles the
then Colonel
Edson led
his
hand which he cut on a piece of arm.
men brilliantly, winning his sec
iron while working. Hi- was re
The boy tore the arm on a nail
leased after receiving treatment. while playing in an old house, hos ond Navy Cross on Tulagi and
Donald Smith, 43. of Rockland, pital attaches reported. He was the Medal of Honor for his de
fense of the First Marine Divi
was treated at the hospital the treated and released.
same day for injuries received
Jan. 21 aboard the Birds Eye Advert’se In The Courier-Gazette

sion’s lines on Guadalcanal. Dur
ing the latter, his most outstand
ing action, the force he led. al
though outnumbered 15 to 1,
stopped the Japanese attackers on
the very threshold of victory. The
ridge on which the battle was
fought has been named by histori
ans "Edson’s Ridge" and for this
action Great Britain also awarded
him its own Distinguished Service
Order.
A gold star in lieu of a .second
award of the Legion of Merit went
to him for his work as chief of
staff. Fleet Marine Force. Pacific,
in the latter part of 1944 and the
beginning of 1945.
Perhaps the most fitting words
ever said about him are inscribed
on the memorial plaque at Edson
Hall: "Aviator and infantryman;
meticulous in training, perfection
ist in plans; audacious in combat,
his leadership of the Marine with
the rifle added luster to the battle
honors of the Corps in Nicaragua.
Tulagi.
Guadalcanal,
Tarawa,
Saipan and Tinian. As Commis
sioner of Public Saftey of Ver
mont and Executive Director of
the National Rifle Association, he
kept burnished his high ideals of
service. A true soldier of the
sea."

Veteran Editor
Fred Green Speaks
Words of Praise
Probably your quiz about the
age of the S.S. Camden in the
photo printed last week has been
correctly
answered
a
dozen
times but I'd like to put in my two
cents worth.
Doe.s the answer depend upon
the fact that there are no blue
and white E’s on her stacks?
I would like to shake hands with
the member of your staff who
wrote the story that appeared in
your Jan. 7 edition about Christ
mas aboard the trawler Surf.
It was one of the most adeptly
written articles I have read in
years and it also embodied one of
the most interesting stories I can
recall. Too bad it didn’t carry a
by-line for I’m sure other Cou
rier-Gazette readers were inter
ested in it.
Keep up the good work of mak
ing your paper a dominant one.
I Praise from a newsman of
Fred Green’s calibre is sweet in
deed. The Surf story was the
work of our gifted Sid Cullen. As
to the Camden picture. If Fred
will look at her forward net rail
ing he will have his answer be
yond question. There are other
dating items in the picture besides
the lack of the Eastern's house
flag on the Camden’s stacks.
—Ed.]

Slow’ Down And Live!

^^OWHOPKins

son

you st£pon ths

GAS"/NA

cw.mpmison
CAB.YOVee TAKING A ST€P
/NTH€ RIGHT DIRECTION..
THC TINE TO TRADE It NOINt

Our like-new used ears are ready
for you to drive. Give them

miy test you want - - then com
pare - - you he the judge.

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN
Next time you need a plumbing contractor
- cal' us. Since we belong to the National
Association of Plumbing Contractors, you
know you’re dealing with a qualified con
tractor. And our work is guaranteed.

M. PEARSON JEWETT
7 TALBOT AVE.
TEL. 1618
RO< KIAND, MAINE
Member National Association of Plumbing Contractors

CALL

AND

FUEL

POULTRY

WANTED

PLEASE CALL CHARLIE SHANt

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.
ROCKLAND 1396 or

I36T

We Are Also Looking for
Poultry Raisers

1371 — for Heat Packed

RANGE

LIVE

Small or Large

OH

MARITIME OIL CO.

Terms To Meet Your Approval

CAU NOW FOR FULL INFORMATION
1*4J
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Elks To Honor

TALK OF THE TOWN

Accidents Came

STEAMBOAT YARNS

Past Exalted

Rulers Tuesday

Dr. Elwood Brown. Rockland
chiropodist, was thc principal
The Rockland Lodge of Elks
[Social and community events speaker at a recent meeting of the will hold its annual past exalted
are solicited for this calendar All Maine Chiropody Association in rulers’ night Tuesday night at
are free and space here cannot be Portland
His subject wa„
thl. Elks Homt,
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances use of novocain and hydiocortone 1 Robert Brewer, past district
' deputy, will occupy the chair, ascannot be accepted. Thc decis-ion in minor foot disorders.
of the editor is final.)
|
_____
-------1 siated by Maynard Marston. ClifCarroll,
William Cross,
Feb. 6-11 -Maine School Lunch ' Knox County Camera Club will I ford
Week.
meet at Carroll Berry’s studio, i James
Burns.
Carl Stilphen,
Feb. 7—Rebekahs meet at Odd Rockport Tuesday at 7.30 p. m. It Samuel Gamache. Gilbert Barker,
Fellows Hal'..
Feb. 8—Rockland PTA Council will be an extreme closeup shoot- ' Joseph Soffayer. Harold J. Philmeets at High School Library ing session. Members are asked . brook. Blake Annis, Almon Richat 7.30 p. m
to bring cameras, tripods and j ardson and Rodney Murphy.
Feb. 10 — Golden Rod Chapter. equipment for this session. Also j The meeting will be the 1011th
OES. meets at Masonic Temple. each member is to bring at least j regular session of the lodge with
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
one print 16x20 for the Sports- j supper served at 6.30 p. m. fol-;
Feb. 15—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 16
Emblem Club social men s Show in the Community i lowed by a business meeting,
meeting at Elks Home at t> ' Building Feb. 21 and 22.
•
----------------P- mI
_____
There will be a well baby clinic |
Feb. 17—World Day of Prayer,
Rockland observance at Pratt ! George Curtis of Owls Head. | Monday. Feb. 6 at the Community
Building between 2 and 4 p. m.
| sculptor of Maine coast life
Memorial Methodist Chureh.
Feb. 20-21-22 Sportsmen’s Show, metals, will exhibit and demonKibbe will be in attendance.
Rockland Community Building
strate his work at the Tuesday Immunization for whooping cough
Feb. 21-22—Elks' 50th Anniver
evening meeting of the Amateur diphtheria and tetanus will be
sary.
Artists Association of America at ( 8iven’ also smallpox vaccination
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.

Coming Events

March 30— Good Friday.
April 1—Easter Sunday.

Fast Thursday

Patrolman George Ackley of the
Rockland Police Department was
kept busy Thursday afternoon
John M. Richardson
when he set out to investigate a
minor accident at Camden street
and ended up with three separate
collisions.
All three accidents occurred
within a short space of time in
the same area.
Ackley, called to report a minor
collision between a florist's panel
truck operated by Walter Morse
of 249 Camden street and a city
snowplow operated by Maynard
t * ’
W. Gray of 9 Fales street, passed
the accident and ran onto another
H
*
more serious accident.
The second collision involved
vehicles operated by Everett W.
Humphrey, 68 of Rockland, driv
ing a 1955 Buick sedan and J.
Rexford Anderson, 42. of Glen
Cove operating a 1951 Buick se
dan.
Humphrey and Anderson collid
ed head on when Anderson skid
ded into the other car on the slip
pery road.
Police estimated $650 damage to
the front end of the Anderson ve
hicle and about $450 damage to
the front end of Humphrey's car.
This "accident occurred as An
derson drove from Camden street
onto Main street. Humphrey was
coming from the opposite direc
tion on Main street and met the
other car in front of the Rowling’s
body and fender shop.
Mrs. Bertha Humphrey, riding
in her husband's car, suffered a
bump rfn the forehead but did not
require hospital treatment, ac
cording to the report.
Above appears City of Roekland being readied for spring ser
where William McKie constructed many sidewheel steamers inIn the snowplow accident minor
vice as t aptain Scott describes in thc accompanying story. Thc
eluding the City of Roekland, City of Bangor and J. T. .Morse.
damage was estimated with no in
Captain Scott fails to mention the fact that he held the highly
photograph was made from the hurricane deck of the huge passen
juries reported.
ger steamer Old Colony whose size dwarfs the 277 foot long City of
responsible position of Port Captain of Boston's great r.astern fleet.
Photo courtesy Captain Scott
The two vehicles collided as
Rockland. This scene is in Fast Boston, the old Hodge Boiler Works
to estimate the number of pack Frank Sherman at Rockland and Morse was passing the plow from
the opposite direction.
ROCKLAND WAS MAINE'S
Mr. Sherman relied on Charles to
ages used.
As Patrolman Ackley stood
The engine room force staid by have all steamers at Rockland
GREATEST STEAMBOAT CENTER
checking thi Anderson-Humphrey
in overhauling the engine. We ready on schedule, and he always
accident another car pulled up be
Deer Isle. Me., Jan. 27.
canvas work. It was over 40 also had a night and day watch did.
hind
the
two
vehicles and
Dear Steamboat Editor: —
years ago that I worked with him man and a cook as we lived on
Tillson's Wharf and the fleet of
stopped. This car was owned by
Thus far in "Steamboat Yarns most of • one winter when we board. Charles would cut and lay steamers that encircled It made
the C. W. Hopkins and Son, Inc.
of Ships and Men” we have not renewed the canvas on the three the canvas and we other three Rockland Maine’s most prominent
i and operated by a salesman.
mentioned a very prominent and decks of the City of Rockland. men did the tacking and applied steamboat center. These boats
As the car stopped another
colorful figure connected with the She was tied up at the Bath the paint to the deck where the were as colorful as the era in
vehicle
operated by Joseph God
they
sailed.
Charles
early steamboat activities at House wharf at the Atlantic canvas was to be laid. This was w’hich
frey of Owls Head slid into its
Rockland and Camden. I refer Works in East Boston, during that a big job for four men as all rails, Thompson was an outstanding
read bumper causing minor dam
to the late Charles Thompson who same winter the City of Bangor combings had to be removed or figure in this colorful picture. His
age.
supervised and did all the paint was on Bill McKie’s marine rail lifted, and everything had to be retirement left a gap in Rock
At last report the busy police
ing on all steamboats operating way which was at the head of jacketed with canvas strips when land's steamboat circle as great
officer
was still in the process of
as the steamboats that followed.
out of Rockland. Charles was of this dock. Planks were being re they were put back in place.
After his retirement he returned making out his multiple accident
It was not many years before
a very quiet personality, and he newed in the bottom of the City
reports.
never had any set time to end a of Bangor and new copper sheath this tnat Charles. Sam Cole and to Deer Isle and spent the last
day’s work. If he had a state- ing put on around the waterline. I. shipped as deck hands on thc days of his life with his daughter.
During this canvas job on the Penobscot. Cole in later years Mrs. Prescott Eaton. He used to
room half painted by 4 p. m. he
stuck to it until it was finished. City of Rockland, we used burnt was pilot on thc Bangor line. visit the store in the evening and
mixed
with
oil
un Charles served as deck hand, sit on the settee behind the stove.
His day’s work was to finish what umber
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
he had planned, and I doubt if he der the canvas as an anchor. We watchman, and bow lookout on To me it was as sad to see Charles
used over two barrels of burnt the Bangor Line, and later on the in retirement as it was to see the
ever looked at a clock.
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
When the J. T. Morse was umber, and over 20 bolts of can Mount Desert. Soon after the J. City of Bangor laid up after her
First Choice Used Cars
hauled up in Camden during the vas. Galvanized tacks were used T. Morse was built Charles was last run.
ROCKLAND
Capt. Walter E. Scott.
winter months he made her along the selvage edge of the put in charge of painting on all

of Ships and Men

the Farnsworth Museum. The
Officers of the Camden Parentmeeting opens at 7.30 in the audi
Teachers
Association have an
torium and is open to the public.
A true harbinger of spring ap
nounced that the regular February
peared at The Courier-Gazette of
Four 14 year old Massachusetts mee41ng of the a3s°ciation has
flee Friday morning in the person run-a-wayg walked into Rockland been P°stP°ned until Monday,
of Elmer Pinkham bearing a police headquarters during the
The postponement has
bunch of Mayflowers picked by height of Thursday’s snow storm I becn made 80 that inter<>sted P»rhis daughter, Mrs. Edward C. Syl to give themselves up. The four, j an^s could be free to attend the j
vester in South Hope several days Eddie Farren and William Man- special town meeting scheduled
ago.
nering, both of Jamaica Plain, and for Monday.
William
Hurley and
Linwood
-------------------Mrs. Eugene Hurtubise of 27 Twitchell, both of Boston, were I
CARD OF THANKS
.... ..
..
I wish to thank all who were
Oak street reported to Rockland held at the station
pending the ar....
. ■
.
,
.
so kind to me during my stay at
police Thursday of an attempted nva ol. Charles
Twitchell to re-, the Knox Hospital. All nurses, Dr. i
break into her husband’s car turn the quartet to their homes. Allen and Dr. Brown, also Dr. |
sometime Sunday. The woman The four told police they ran away Shields of North Haven, and all
told police that she had parked the from their homes Wednesday j who sent cards, letters, gifts and
car at the Union street Esso sta morning and traveled to Belfast. flowers, also O. D. Lermond and
I Son, and the O. D. Lermond and I
tion Sunday and picked it up two They returned Friday.
Son crew, for the purse of money.
days later. Her husband noticed
Dalon H. Brown
then that the frame on the passen
Thc Owls Head Volunteer Fire North Haven.
15-lt
ger side door of the sedan had Company will hold a card party
CARD OF THANKS
been tampered with, according to at thc Central School Feb. 11 to
I wish to thank neighbors and
the police report. Police said the earn funds for new equipment for
friends for their many kindiec-es
door frame had been pried but not the department. Al Borgerson is
during my recent bereavement J
opened. The service station was general chairman of the event and for the cards and flowers j
the scene of an attempted break with Mrs. Bernard Oakes and Mrs. sent; especial thanks to the docSunday when someone tried to Albert Havener the committee on I f°rs and nurses at the Maine Genopen a window with a stick but prizes. Refreshments will be un- ' eral Hospital in Portland. Mrs.
..
,
..
,
. Amos Garrison, the employees of
was unsuccessful. Thick paint pre der the
direction of Mrs. Alfred ,he Rockland Hotel and the Rock.
vented the window from sliding Fredette, Mrs. Alvis Epps, Mrs. j jan(j Rebekahs for their many
open.
Police believe the same David Knowlton and Mrs. Mvia kindnesses.
person tried the automobile break Scammon.
Maurice Jones,
I Clark Island.
15*lt !
The State Highway Department
Snowy road conditions and ;
CARD OF THANKS
has made official the change in car’s quick left turn led to an ac
We wis<h to thank all our friends. I
designation of the road from Stock- cident between vehicles operated relativps and neighbors for kind- J
ton Springs to Ellsworth via by Albert M. Smith, 30. of 27 nesses shown us and flowers and I
Bucksport.
Markers have beer, Orange Street, and Fred C. Gat- cards sent us during our recent !
placed which identify it as U.S. 1 combe. 58, of Owls Head Thursday bereavement. We especially wish
while the route from Stockton afternoon on South Main Street. to thank the Class of 1940, Rock
Springs to Ellsworth via Bangor Smith, who sustained an estimated land High School.
Donald Willis and family.
has been marked as U.S. 1-A.
$100 damage to the grille and radi
15-lt
ator of the 1955 Plymouth he was
CARD OF 1 HANKS
Jack S. Passon, son of Mr. and operating told police he was un
We wish to express our sincere
Mrs. John E. Passon, 56 Gay able to stop in time because ol the
street, Rockland, is on the Dean’s road conditions when Gatcombe, thanks to the many friends and
neighbors for their many kind
list at Babson Institute of Busi driving in front, slowed down. nesses shown our daughter and
ness
Administration, Wellesley, pate
Jatcombe, operating a 1953 De- sister during her illness and
Mass., for outstanding academic rsoto.
Soto, reported to police that he , death
achievement during the first se slowed down quickly when a car | Mrs. Susie Landry. Ida Strout. I his headquarters, keeping his sup canvas and spaced about one inch steamers sailing out of Rockland.
mester, the college announced to in front of him turned left to Clar- Alma Co'lin3’ Joa" Wpbb Lydia ply of paints on board of her and apart and it would be impossible Charles was a close friend of Advertise in The Courier-Gazette,
,
„
.
Peters, Severin Landry. Albert worked her along with any other
day.
Passon, a fresfyman, is endon
Street without warning. The
mother.
gigt(,rg gna
among 78 students out of the total DeSoto sustained an estimated $50 , brothers of Teresa Robishaw. 15-lt ' boats that happened to be there
enrollment of 600 who were hon damage to the rear bumper. '
for spring overhauling and paint
----------ored for their high scholarship by Neither driver received any injury.
ing. He also did many jobs on
IN MEMORIAM
_____
In loving memory of our dear boats that went into commission
being named to the list.
mother and wife, Mrs. Ethel L. earlier than expected.
Rockland firemen were called to
Burns, who passed away Feb. 4.
Charles spent most of his life
Typewriter Repairs the Copper Kettle Gift Shop at 27 i 1955
School Street Wednesday after- j One long and lonely year has connected with the Eastern S.S.
passed
Co., although he spent the earlier
Upon arrival firemen dis- 1
covered that a pipe on thc hot Since God took you away
days on sailing vessels. Calvin
♦ . 1had1 blown off caus But left behind our broken hearts Austin was very fond of Charles,
water uheater
Forever and a day.
ing excess smoke in the chimney. Broken hearts cannot be mended I and whenever he was in Boston
No damage was reported. The When losing one so dear
Mr. Austin would insist on Charles
building is owned by Mrs. Hervey But until the end of time
coming to his office.
Your presence will be here.
Allen.
Charles came from Deer Isle
Your willing hand and cheerful originally but he lived most of his
1 . 1
smile
,
AU. WORK GVARANTF.ED
Boy Scout Sunday in the Con Used to help us on our way
life in Rockland, and I don’t be
■v SfflSOW —_______ J
gregational
and
Methodist But now it’s only loneliness
lieve he ever took a vacation un
STATE NEWS CO.
13-16 Churches of Rockland will be ob No guidance day by day.
'
'
f
til his retirement. He was not
Our house seems very empty
served on Feb. 12.
only a painter but an expert on
Your voice no more we hear
All that is left is memories
BORN
That we hold very dear.
That Generations
Castncr—At Randolph Maternity We know that you are happy
Home. Jan. 31. to Mr. and Mrs. No more suffering or pain
to Come may
Rosslyn Castncr of Waldoboro, a But never will we forget you
■son—-Gary.
On our lips wil always be your
HOMES FOR FUNERALS
4*^
Remember
Marshall—At Knox Hospital. Jan.
n a me.
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mar
Lovingly remembered by Wil
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON 31.
shall of Port Clyde, a daughter.
liam M. Burns. Sr.. Mrs. June
Moore—At Knox Hospital. Jan. Ellis.
558 Main St. 22 Knox St.
Mrs.
Thelma
Rackliff
31. to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Barry. Bonnie and Cheryl.
15-lt
Moore, Jr., of Washington. a
Leah Davis Brooks
daughter.
! Reg. $35.00 Storm Coats. All
Serving Knox County since 1876
s/TmTI'.fts.WiX......... «.«—•
savtits,
66-tf
J Inc., Main St.. Rockland, Maine. •
a son.
Burk—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 1.
14-15
hbiub
«■.««,>uKinr< to Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Burk,
a son.

Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.

516 MAIN 8T.

TEL. TO

v\

■Z
«

b

DAVIS

1

BURPEE
Funeral Home
BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.

Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 390
110 LTMEROCK STREET
ROC KLAND, MAINE

RUSSELL

■ NOW AVAILABLE

MARRIED

I

Sims-Simmons — At Friendship,
Jan. 31. James Richard Sims of
Oxford, Penn., and Miss Donna
Rosalie Simmons of Friendship,
by Rev. Kathleen I. W^ed. pastor
of the Methodist Church in Friend
ship.

MILLER'S

DIED

GARAGE

Orcutt—At Rockport.
Feb. 2.
Mrs. Elizabeth Orcutt.
wife of
Carleton Orcutt, age 92 years.
Funeral services Sunday at 2 p.
m. from Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home with Rev. J. G. P Sher
burne officiating Entombment in
Mountain View Cemetery.

The Best Place Te
Buy a
GOOD

USED

CAR

>6-11 Rankin Street
34-ThAfi-tf'

Funeral Home
MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
CARL M. STILPHEN
LA11V ASSISTANT
24 HOI R AMBI f.ANCB
SERVKF

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FOR 73 YEARS
PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine

BULK GAS

■ chooung a family moem-

{

ment, your choice is no«
only for your liietune. but
lor generations to cotne. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each »
backed by a signed guarantee to
you. ><«ur heirs, or ywr descendant*.

For COMMERCIAL and LARGE USERS

of L. P. GAS in

Camden-Rockland Area

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
Tel. 2151

Knai-Unoala-Waldo Counties
>-S-«

Rockland

Telephone 51
.. c

/S
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AT THE KNOX THEATRE SUNDAY THROUGH TUESDAY

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SEILING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

WARREN
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood S-2491

HERE'S HOW IJTTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements Is thin column not to exreed three lines Inserted
oner lor SO cents, three times, one dollar Additional lines 10
cents for each line, half price each additional time used Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, L e, advertisements
whlrb reqclre the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 15 rents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number onlj are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MIST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
aernnnts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Une

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Venetian Blinds-W'indow Shades
Made To Fit Your Windows
All Styles and Colors
Free Estimates — Call
Tel 939
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
579-589 Main St.
Rockland Me.

DRY Sawed, Slab Wood for
sale. Delivered. Tel. CRestwood
3-°829, LELAND BOGGS. JR..
Warren.
15*17

Up To Date Book

A WET SNOWFALL, KIDS WITH
IDEAS, AND HERE YOU HAVE IT

The Help One Another Circle of
Kings Daughters will meet with
Mrs. Harold I. Drewett Monday
night. The annual meeting with
election of officers for the coming
year wil be held Monday after
noon at the home of Mrs. Albert
White. Mrs. Helen Maxey will be
the assisting hostess.
Fred L. Perkins, Jr., will preach
Sunday at the Federated Church
in Thomaston.
Rev. Curtis Cady Busby will
have, “Dreams or Visions’’, for
his Sunday morning sermon topic
at the Second Congregationa1
Church.
Rev. Sterling Helmer announces
the following sermon themes at i
the Baptist Church Sunday, at 10
a. m.. “The Forgetfulness of
Men’’, and at 7 p. m., “Dis
couraged?”
The Baptist mid-week service
Wednesday night will be held at
the home of Mrs. Emma Kalloch.
____________

On Logging Out
"Logging Farm Wood Crops" is
the title of one of the U.S. Depart
ment or Agriculture'*, newest bul
letins. It is available from the Bul
letin Office. Extension Service.
University of Maine, Orono.
Bulletin 2090 is a 52 page, illus
trated publication prepared by
Fred S. Simmons, logging specia
list for the Northeastern Forest
Experiment Station of the U.S.
Forest Service. It’s a revision of
Simmons’ earlier bulletin on the
same topic, called "Loging Farm
Forest Crops in the Northeast.”
This was issued some eight years
ago. More than 80 foresters and
logger across the country helped
prepare the new bulletin.
When material in the two bulle
tins is compared the changes in
logging methods in the last eight
or 10 years show up very clearly.
New tractors and trucks, new
power saws, hard hats and safety
I shoes, new chemicals, and power
loaders for pulpwood or logs are
among the changes of recent
years which have made the work
of the logger easier, quicker, and
! safer.
Along with better working con
ditions for the logger have come
forest cutting practices designed
to keep woodlots growing indefi
nitely into the future. Many oldtime farmers knew the art of
growing good timber a half cen
tury ago. More and more farmers
are applying this knowledge today
to cut their woodlots crops for the
biggest possible profit now and in
the future.

Tony Curtis digs a right into the body of John Day in one of the
HAY for sale, baled and loose.
ALTON PEASE, North Appleton many scenes of thrilling ring action in “The Square Jungle,” I niver15*17 sal-international picture starring Tony with Pat Crowley and Ernest
Borgnine.
CUSHMAN Maple Drop Leaf
table for sale, like new, approx.
tila and children were recent call
4 ft., wall seat 8 to 10. $€5. TEL. WEST WALDOBORO
ers at O. H. Bowden's.
1872.
15-17
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Tolman and
~ CIRCULATING Heater and fit
Leroy Jameson of Washington,
Linda of Wiscasset called Satur
ted wood for sale, also bench saw
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Harkins and
and motor. KATHLEEN HUNT, day at Wesley Tolman’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Sulo Pictila and Galen were Saturday guests at J.
Conway Rd., Box 373, Camden.
West Rockport
___________________________ 15-17 children and Mrs. Margaret Mat- O. Jameson’s.
Roland French of Rockland was
SEWING Machines, drop head, son motored to Methuen, Mass.,
mrs. Mabel heald
TOO Copper Hot Water Boilers for sale, at 138 CAMDEN ST., Tel. Sunday and were guests of Mrs. at J. Johannison’s recently.
Correspondent
with fittings for sale. $35. Also 1091-W.
14-16 Asenath Nicholson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell McLeod.
id heater $25: Blate set tub,
WEEKLY WINTER SPECIAL
Maynard Tolman arrived home
Sr., were called home from Flor510.
A $650 cash register used I 60“ 100% Woolens su table fcr Onni Pietila.
Mrs. Lester Nelson, who has ida by the illness of her mother, hast week from a year of army
three years for $250- Electric slacks, skirts only $1.49 yard.
washing machine like new tub- store hours daily" 105.30, 1-5.30 been visiting her daughter in Mrs. Ella Black at Mr. and Mrs. service in Korea. Sunday Mr. and
°nLy
Sundays. THE MAINE TEXTILE East Hartford, Conn., has re- Joseph Glaude, Sr.’s. Clarence Mrs. Tolman left for New York
E BICKNELL. II. Phone 1647-W CENTER. INC., Route 1, Between turned.
Black of Rockland, Mass., and and Pennsylvania where they will
ll-** | Belfast and Searsport. Maine’s
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Black, Jr., Eugene Feyler of North Waldo- vUit her relatives. During MayPOULTRYMEN Attention: Here Largest Selection of Fabrics. 14-15 of Tenants Harbor were recent boro,, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson nard’s absence Mrs. Tolman spent
Is your opportunity to convert
guests at J. Glaude, Jr.’s.
of Washington have been visiting most of the time at the home of
your broiler houses to hot water
Thyrle and Howard Spencer of Mrs. Black.
Mr. Tolman’s parents, Mr. and
heat I have three second hand
hot water boilers with a capacity
Damariscotta, Mrs. J. O. JameMr. and Mrs. Clemer Burns and Mrs. Earl Tolman.
of 465 ft of hot water radiation
son, Miss Alcy Jameson and Mrs. Edna Dyer of South WaldoRobert Ladd, son of Mrs. Martor sale Should be enougn for a
Photot by Cullen
Sheila Glaude were recent callers boro were at Ray Simmons’ re- jorie Ladd was a recent tonsillec10,000 bird house. Price $85.
There are snow men and there are snow men, lint once in a while
at Earle Miller’s.
i cently.
1 tomy patient at Camden Commun- someone goes about Ilie business ol making a snow man that is a
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Bowden.
Mrs. John Kennedy of Rockland ltY Hospital. He is now convales- snow man — something that even tile tall tales of our elders about
Phone 1647-W.
11-tf
________________________________
12-S-15 Miss Grace Pulin of Hallowell, visited Mrs. Clifton Miller Thurs- cin8 at the home of his grand old lime winters can't heat. The Fairweather family — that’s a nice
HEAVY
dry slab wood for
and Mrs. John
,h<’ participants in a snowy day project - whompedup the j
USED Buoy’s for sale. Tel. 435- Mr. and Mrs. Emery Simmons of day.
parents, Mr.
sale sawed and delivered CRest
10 foot giant above Thursday afternoon and evening. Just as it there !
W4, F. E. NASH, Owls Head.
wood 3-3323 WILLIAM HEATH
Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Sulo PieMr. and Mrs. Fred Munroe and Lane, Sr.
wasn’t enough snow In the Fairweather dooryard, they rolled up what
13*15 il"*'
10*15
-.'.tz---- -------------- = Miss Dorothy Orff left Sunday for
Robert Hamalainen has been the neighbors had and then staeked it up on their own front lawn. A
35 FT House Trailor for sale,
California, where they will visit confined to his home the past little shaping in the piling up of the snow mass gave a rough outline,
TO
1955 model, used 3 months. Call
• sons Francis
u*
* . wppk
“"<1 then he was carved into shape with app|es
one of f<>r
Mom’s kitchen
Mrs. Munroes
and
week hv
by itinpc«
i Iness
John knives
Fa|r
FUV’KLAND 754 or THOMASTON
— — .3
—:i: .
i
lllirino’
Irin
“
KA
r»iVvzxv«c’
I
..
„
.
...
.
.
FIVE
Rm.
Unfurn.
Apt.
with
Harold
and
families,
During the
Mothers March’ Heather, 9. almost tips over as he views the giant. Sculptors ....
included
168-2.
13*15
R.F.D. 2. has been extended to t*le sum of $66 25 was donated, t liarles, Mary and Carroll Fairweather and Barbara Whitehill. If 1
~ 1939 PLYMOUTH four door kit. stove and parlor stove to let
in Rockland, also 4 rm. apt. with Earle Miller’s. Milton Creamer Solicitors taking part in the inarch .'<>«
don’t believe it, the piece of winter statuary can he viewed at
sedan for sale May be seen at
kit.
stove
at
17
Main
St.,
Thomas

tile
*"
— Fairweather home at tile junction of Orange and Holmes streets.
3 HOLMES STREET.
13-17
ton. Call MIKE ARMATA, Tel. the carrier, made his first trip included, Mrs. David Hamalainen. I
TWO Twin Sized Mattresses, 1051-R.
Mrs. Oliver Counce, Mrs. George
15*17 Saturday.
very clean, excellent cond., for
The Social Club met with Mrs. Starr. Mrs. Elmer Merrifield, and
FOR RENT
12-S-15 3ale, $15; also auto. elec, collap
Owls Head
Friendship
HOSPITAL Beds, Folding Wheel Hazel Bowers Thursday after- Mls- Henry Salminen.
sible ironer, only $45. TEL. 1733.
FOR SALE
chairs.
Tel.
939.
UNITED
HOME
HELEN FALES
MRS.
FRANCIS
DYER
Tuesday
Club
met
this
week
13-15
Pistols
shotguns rifles, tele
SUPPLY CO., 579-589 Main St..
Correspondent
Correspondent
with Mrs. Margaret Andrews.
scope sights, mounts, ammunition,
Rockland, Me.
12-S-tf
Telephone 385-M1
Tel. Temple 2-9954
bandloading supplies, and other
There will be evening services
Slow
Down
And
Live!
"“UNFURN. Apt. to let? four
KtotiLl
shooting accessories. CAMDEN
at the local church Sunday with
rooms and bath. Central.
TEL.
A morning coffee honoring Mrs.
SPORTING GOODS
(Allan N
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Murphy
JOHN DEERE
i Young People’s Group meeting at j
923-R.
13-15
Forsyth) Sherman’s Point Phone 1
John
Harlow at her new home re- and Mr. and Mrs. Melvin E.
fOAGHF
6.15
and
the
union
evangelistic
FIVE-Rms. and Bath Apt to
Camden 2675
1-tf [
let, partly furn.. 18 Holmes St.
WOODCUTTERS wanted. W. L. service at 7 p. m. Also the usual cently was given by Mrs. Yvonne Burns- Jr., were supper guests of
TOll HALE
I
S. Pillsbury 1
_ ,
,
.i
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Beale in
Apply 225 MAIN, Apt. 5 between OXTON, West Rockport, Maine. morning worship and Sunday Oakes
AT, K VI Li
and Mrs. Florence Havener
Complete stock of.
9 and 12 a. m.
13*15 Tel. Camden 8011.
15»lt School.
I Thomaston on Wednesday night.
Oxygen and Acetylene regula
as hostesses. A gift of towels and
THREE Rms. and Bath Apt. to
tors
LOGS wanted, pine spruce and
12-S-15
purse of money was presented the ,
( hnrch Service
Brazing and cutting torches
let. elec, stove and refr g., ther- hemlock. Roadside or delivered to
Hose lighters and tip cleaner*
mostatic heat and hot water, mill in Camden. KNOX LUMBER SPRUCE HEAD
honored guest and refreshments of \ Holy Communion will be a part
Welding and chippers goggles
CALL 1616.
13-15 PRODUCTS. Tel. Camden 402.
Mrs. Mildred Waldron was guest' coffee and doughnuts were served. I of the 10.30 a. m. service at the
Brazing rod and soapstone
UNFURN 4-rm apt. and a furn. _
_____ 142-S-tf of Mrs. Millage Randall at In- Invited guests were: Mrs. Bernice Advent Christian Church when the
RELIABLE
Medium
can
h
“
lp
MORRIS
GORDON ft SON.
3-rm.
apt.
to
let.
both
with
heat.
!
HELP
Wanted
—
Male.
Airlines
137tf y°u- Mail 10 questions. $1.06. MRS.
grams Wednesday.
| Joy. Mrs. Annabelle Stone, Mrs. , pastor, Rev. Everett Pender will
Rock'and
water,
waste
removed, need men. See our ad under this
E. MERITHEW, 838 Cypress Ave., H&C
Mrs. Carroll Tiffin and daugh- Ix>is Tarr. Mrs. Lelia Gross, Mrs. use for a topic "What Did Jesus
Adults
only,
no
pets.
Inquire
in
Column.
14-16
Ukiah California
15*17
person at 8 SUMMER ST.
13-tf
WOMAN wanted to live in with ! ^er of Rockland were guests of Allene Cross. Mrs. Lucille Curtis, j Mean When He Said—Come and
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Mrs. Irene Chase and Mrs. Ber- Dine?” At 12 m. in the Sunday
FURNISHED or Unfurnished an elderly lady as housekeeper Mrs. Thornton Batty Tuesday.
Your
Send five questions, $1 stamped
OBOSLEV BENDH
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS apt. to let with tile bathroom, and companion. TEL. 1021-W.
Mr. and Mrs. George Simmons, nyce Gicseman of Owls Head, School, superintendent Stillman
Dealer
14*16 Jr., and son have returned from Mrs.
advisor, 827 Broadway. Everett, heat and hot water, use of auto ______________
Charlotte Harlow,
Mrs. Havener will give the instructions
443 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND^ Maas. Full page reading enclosed. I wash. imch.
Centrally located.
WANTED: Two choppers to Mineral Wells. Texas, and are Irmany Trenholm of Rockland and for the Statewide contest among
PHONE 721
Prompt reply.
1-S-tf t
____________
12-tf work on Ash Island. Contact HAR
"The Sinner’s Friend" will be the
181-tfV
CASH in on the big spring sell- I THREE rm. apt. to let. Hot wa- OLD INGERSON, Freeport Me., visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Mary Fales of Thomaston.
Advent Christian Sunday Schools,
Raymond
Ames.
Telephone
UNiversity
5-4205.
_______ ______
_ ing season. Be an Avon Repre- ter» elec- refrig., gas range.
Read The Courier-Gazette
subject at the happy gospel hour
OXYGEN. Acetylene, Hydrogen, sentative in your neighborhood. Adults. 29 BEECH ST., Tel. 1116- ______________ _______________ 14-16
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton, Jr.
----- - Write MRS. RUSSELL JOHNSON, —
12#19
Nitrogen, CO2
Pure Compressed
W
AIRLINES NEED
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Air, Welding Supplies and Equ p- Avon District Manager, Augusta
lien and Women
UNFURN. 4 Rm Upstairs Apt
Mrs. William Maxwell at South
ment for sale. MORRIS GORDON Rd.. Waterville.
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
High School graduates. 18 to 39, Waldoboro.
14*19 to let with bath and shower. TEL.
and SON. Rockland
In Camden, i AFTER this date, I wilfnot be
29°-R_______________________ 8-tf to train for well-paid positions,
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Godfrey
Fisher’s Eng., Mechanic street,
1
responsible for any bills other I AT 81 Union Street,
modern, technical or non-technical. Fublic
3
M
5
7
a
9
6
10
Z
Camden.
1-tf than those contracted by myself, ' heated 3-room apt. to let with contact, hostesses, communica- were overnight guests of Mr. and
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale: reg Jan. 28. 1956. RUDOLPH BEPGbath. CALL 893 daysand 233 eve tionists. reservatists, radio opera- Mrs. Lavon Godfrey at South
12
13
tors, station agents, etc.
Good Thomaston recently.
ular $10.95 for $6.95. NORTH greN
13*15 nings.
pay, travel, glamour, security.
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST,
WELL! WELL! WELL!
FIVE Rm Unfurn. Apt. to let. Also interviewing men to train for
Mrs. Lucy Wall has returned to
17
/a
lb
Thomaston.
1-tf j
IS
IM
i If It Is water you need, write central heat. CALL 798 after 12
w
specialized
television-electronics her home after spending a week
PIPE FOR SALE
r w. DRINKWATER. Well Drill- noon.
157-tf positions of serviceman, camera
22
with her daughter, Mrs. Elbert
23
21
20
IQ
Black and galvanized. All sizes, lng Contractor. P. O Box 135.
FURNISHED Apartment to let. man, technicians.
Qualify now. Burton.
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment adults.
NSV
Inquire in person at 11 Approved for Korean Veterans.
26
27
2Y
Lime St.
1-tf pian
available, no down pay JAMES STREET
24
147-tf Preliminary training need not in
NS§
ment necessary. Member of New
terfere with present occupation
HEATED
and
Unheated
Furn.
29
31
30
England and National Association.
2-8
BARN & SNOW
apts. to let. from $7 to $15 a week. For personal interview write to
Sw
1-tf
RICHARDS
Fully equipped with bath, free hot A M Andrews, P. O. Box 102,
34
32
33
shovels n.n
Medical Oxygen Regulators and, an(j co]d water, some with elec. Damariscotta, Maine, giv ng te.eFloor Sanding Service. Call
Masks
for
rent.
RAY
991-W.
13*15
phone
number.
Veterans
give
date
stoves,
rubbish
removed
free.
V.
Others SI .45 $1 95 52.50
We also supply medical oxygen. F STUDLEY. 77 Park St.. Tel. of discharge and service schools
36
BERT’S Machine Shop Welding,
Sold only through your family 8060 and 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234. attended.
W. s. Pillsbury & Son
AIRLINE TRAINING brazing, burning, lawn mower
physician's prescription.
40 41 42
36 V 38
39
1-tf DIVISION, of Central Institute.
’harpening. 11 BAYVIEW SQ. Tel
MORRIS
GORDON ft SON.
14-16 1383-W.
14*16
12-S-15 Rockland.
137tf
44
45
46
43
EXPERIENCED Young Man
CESSPOOLS and Septic Tanks
BABY Parakeets for sale, full
REAL ESTATE
wants job driving truck. Tel. cleaned by machine. C. E. FENsw
line of parakeet foods and mineral CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
4<5
50
14-16 DERSON SANITARY SERVICE,
48
*7
SHOREFRONT 2 family. 14 rms. THOMASTON 174.
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS Cleaned, repaired and Installed,
ELDERLY or middle-aged wo Tel. 1314 Rockland, 24 hr., 7 dayMrs Charles A Swift. 9 Booker automatic
cleaning
equipment. Sale incl. 400 ft. on shore with
53 sss< 54
8*16
S2.
S'!
St Thomaston Tel 374.
1-tf Free inspection and estimates. wharf. Suitable for home, business man wanted as a companion. To service.
“WTNDOW” SHADES and BLINDS SAN1 SEPTIC SERVICE locally or boatyard. Price $3,500. SE- live in for room and board. Warm.
WE repair and service all
.vv
REAL ESTATE CO., I comfortable. Call 618-J or write 17 makes of sewing machines and
>7
^6
5-^
59
for sale, custom made. Call us, owned and operated. Tel. Camden CURITY
72tf Dorothy Dietz, Camden 2117 or OCEAN STREET.
14*16 vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
free installation Tel. 801.
SEA 2687
" "
~ 8897.
15-lt I
SALESMEN WANTED
ING MACHINE CO., 395 Main
63
60 b'
82
COAST PAINT CO.. 440 Main St.,
Unlimited earnings under our street, Rockland, Tel. 1724. 8-tf
SIX Room House with cellar &
Rockland
1-tf
PLUMBING and HEATING
shed for sale. 126 Lower Broad salary and commission plan. All
MUSIC Lessons. Trumpet. Trom
65FOR SALE
FREE ESTIMATES
way. Lights & Water. $2 700. I will benefits Including life insurance, bone. Clarinet, Saxophone and
Attention camera fans. (1) Ko
ARTHUR
CULLEN
hospital
and
dependents.
Car
hold mortgage. V. F. STUDLEY.
Accordion. GIFFORDS Tel. 146
dak Pony 828 with case and flash,
Apply by phone to
LICENSED PLUMBER
172 Broadway.
14-tf necessary.
121tf
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
$40.50:
(2)Kodak 35 mm F-3.5
VERTICAL (Cont.)
12
North
St.
Thomaston,
Ma.
TEL.
1724
for
appointment.
8-tf
56-Strike with the
14-Fat
1-Artless
with case
and rangefinder,
Tel.
234
6-Kind of whale
open hand
18-Horse
CASH for old guns in any con
$37.50;
(3)
Bolsey
35 mm.
74-tf
11- Entranceway
51- Chemical suffix
20-Boy's name (short)
F-3.2
with case,
flash
and
FOR REAL ESTATE dition, H and HL hinges, porce
rangeUnder, $35 75;
(4) Ko
lain, pottery, glass, silver, paint
SEX-LINK chicks from Maine 12- Doctrine at variance 52- A alow but persever 22- Combed, as flax
SPRECHEN
SIE
DEUTSCH?
ing person
with established
23- Small mountain lake
dak reflex with flash $15 95 Slide
ings. and furniture. Top current U. S Approved Pullorum typhoid
Austin D. Nelson prices
n
v
Translations and private German
54- A compass point
25-Harvestinq machines
standards
paid. G. BEECHE, 33 Main clean for sale.
projectors.
<5 .^z,BrUm^erf.Pr Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE
An exceptional
(abbr.)
27-A soup dish (pi.)
CALL #28
mount in case, $37.50, with Air UPTON. Camden 2088
St., Thomaston. Write or Tel. 209 cross for good livability. large 14-Conjunction
67-tf
41 Limerock St.
29-One cubic meter
Rockland
equipt automatic slide changer,
mornings or after 4 p. m.
7-i8 eggs and heavy birds. DUTCH 15- Combining form. Far 55- A degree (abbr.)
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec
56- Cry
31-Measures by strides
16- Large lake
148-tf ~TWENflLFOUK^HBTPhoto Ser
$47.50;
(6 ) 200 watt Mansfield,
NECK
HATCHERY,
Melville
W
33- Before
17- Because
57- Judge
$19.95 Let's swap. We are still tions made for all lines. Giffords
vice.
Ask
for
it
at
your
local
store
DAVIS,
Tel.
TEmple
2-9480,
Wal

89tf
19-Move up and down 59-The (Sp.)
34- Terminate
buying good used cameras and Rockland Ms
FOR SALE IN CAMDEN
or at GIFFORD’S, Rockland. Me. doboro. Maine.
8-’J 21-Kind of lace
■ SO-Vaulted passageway 36- D:sh of green herbs
equipment S
F MORSE. 344
Seven rm. house with bath.
1-tf
37- Early capital of
62-Baniahes
1600 SEX Linked Pullets start 23— High exploalve
Main St
Tel 640-W
9-15
large attached bam, extra house
(abbr.)
Macedonia
64- Stroke in billards
PAINTING ana Paperoai.g,i.a ed Jan. 21 from Maine U. S. Ap
■
lot. Property in excellent cond. inside and out, all work positively proved Pullorum-Ty-phoid Clean 24- At any time
65- Pine tree product 38- A ballot
Tel. CAMDEN 681.
40- A measuring rod
guaranteed. Will furnish material Breeders.
KENDALL ORFF, 26- Stick fast in mud
ll’Thft Sat*21 Work accepted Warren to Camden Cushing. Me., Phone Thomaston 27- Seize
41- Oblite rates
VERTICAL
42- Repulse
Estimates free
VAN E. RUS 198-2.
10*15 28- Withers
44— An epic poem
30- Streets (abbr.)
1- Negative
SELL. Phone 676-M
Post Office
CLEMENTS CHICKS — Rugged. 31- A th1*4< soup
45- Root used for dyeing
2- Craft
Box 701 Rockland
73tf “Itaine-Bred” to live better, proCousens’ Realty
3- Entry in an account 48- Snow vehicles
DON’T discard your old or1 duce better. Red-Rocks (Black 32- One’s entire
49Pass a rope through
4- Small valleys
property
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN Sex-Link Pullets), White Leg- 34-Gained
Bnslness Opportunities
5- Chooses
a hole (Naut.)
NEWMAN for restoring and re- horns, Rhode Island Reds and 35- Perhaps
Cottages. Lots and Dwellings
6- Stripa the husk from 52- A vegetable (pi.)
dnishtng
48 Masonic St
Tel. i Golden Crosses for laying flocks. 36- Harsh
7- Danger
53- Pnrtuguese coinfpl.)
31 LIMEROCK ST.
1106-M
ltf White Rocks for broilers and 39-More profound
8- 1 reland
56-Women's Christian
IRON Steel Metai Bag. mu hatching eggs. Maine — U. S. Ap- 43- Worship
Association (abbr.)
9- Wlld (Scot.)
TEL 1538
Batterlee
wanted
Call
123. proved Pullorum Clean.
Prices 44- A tree
10- A college degree
58-Eleven hundred one
(abbr.)
61-Ream (abbr.)
MORRIS GORDON ft SON, Cor reasonable — Write CLEMENTS 46- Sleep noisily
Across from Poet Office
11-Showi to be true
63-A weight meaeure
Leland and Tea Sta., Rockland. CHICKS. INC., Route 33, Winter- 47- Allowa
153-trt
48- Javelin
(abbr.)
13-A New Englander
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OUTCH NECK
The St. Paul’s Chapel Society
met Wednesday evening.
The
mcetlng was conducted by the

P"'sident,
Misrt Rita Wotton.
After the meeting, games were
played and refreshments served
„ Mrg M w
Mrg
. ,
Winchenbach, Jr., Miss Marilyn Wotton and Miss Louise
Black.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Genthner of
South Waldoboro were Wednesday
evening guests of Mr. and Mrs
p . Chu(p
Mr. and Mrs. William Rancourt
and son moved recently from the
home of Mrs. Rancourt’s mother,
Mrs. Ensile Boucage, to an apart
ment in the village.
Mrs. Arthur Chute and Mrs.
Addie Wotton were Wednesday
dinner guests of Mrs. Almeda
Winchenbach and Mrs. Katie Eugley at the village.
Thomas Winchenbach and Mer
ton Benner were recent business
visitors in Albion.
Misses Marilyn and Rita Wot
ton were at Union on Wednesday
evening to see Ernie Lindell and
his "Rhythm Ranch” from Mount
Washington, TV.
Mrs. Chester A. Hayes was in
Portland on Friday to attend a
meeting of the Episcopal Diocese
of Maine.
Mrs. Marion Olson and Miss
Helen Small spent the weekend
in Lunenburg, Mass., with their
daughter and sister and her fam
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Colvin.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute visi
ted Roy Anderson at Monmouth
last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Benner
and Mrs. M. W. Davis were busi
ness visitors in Damariscotta
Monday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Stahl
were Saturday evening guests of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Stahl.

at 7 o’clock. Mrs. Ethel Bradford
has chosen Romans, chapter 12,
for the Tuesday prayer meeting.
The Loyal Workers will conduct
a shut-in service in some home
Thursday evening. The local Mis
sion Society will hold their Feb
ruary meeting Friday night with
Mrs. Charles Sylvester.

For social items in The CourierGazette. Phone 770, City.
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UNION FARMERS MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Union, Maine
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1955
Cash in office and bank. $3,191.78

Gross cash assets.
$3,191.78
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1955
50 per cent cash premium, $591.62

Total liabilities.
$591.62
Net cash assets,
$2,600.16
Premium notes subject
to assessment,
$23,665.00
Deduct all assessments
and payquents,
$1,183.25
Balance due on pre
mium notes.
$22,481.75
JAMES L. DORNAN,
9-S-15
Secretary.

Twidoy-Thursdoy-Soturdoy

Fojje Fha

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 4,1956

FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
P. Bissell, Extension Service for
estry specialist. University of
Main, Orono.
Owner Can Save
The leaflet points out that
i"many
,
small timber owners may
On Income Tax
pay a larger Federal income tax
Small woodlot owners in Maine on their operations than the law
may save money and simplify the requires.
This results in part
preparation of
their
returns from fallure to deduct an allowthrough the use of a newly aace for depletion representing
revised U. S. Department of the owner's investment in the timAgriculkure leaflet.
It's called ber harvested. Also, many own“Federal Income Tax Tips for the ers do not realize that receipts
Smail Timber Owner.”
from sales of timber and forest
Copies of the eight page leaflet products can frequently be reportmay be obtained from county c(j as capital gain rather than as
agent Gil Jaeger at the Rockland ordinary income, and that this can
Post Office or by writing to Lewis substantially reduce their tax.”
■
The brief leaflet covers receipts
the Warren Wonder Workers in from sales of timber and forest
her report of the 12th meeting products, losses of timber from
held at the home of the leader, | fire, windstorm, or other casualty,
Mrs. Mildred Gammon.
cost of forest ownership and opNancy and Jean Starrett served ' eration, and questions and anrefreshments
of
punch
and swers. It gives examples cover
cookies. The next meeting will be ing typical income tax situations
held at Mrs. Gammon's on Feb. of small forest-land owners. Also
included is a form for reporting
8.
gains and losses from sales or ex
Simonton's Corner
changes of property.
Electrical appliances and the
“Do’s and Don’t’s of Electricity”
were taken up by the Junior Sun Illustrated Report
shine Girls at their meeting last
Friday with the leader, Mrs. Of Extension
Elizabeth Simonton.
Is Published
The next meeting will be Feb.
Well illustrated and full of high
10 at 3.30 p. m.

Small Woodlot

4-H Club Doings
By Loans Shibles—4-H
Club Agent

Union
Lorna Messer, president called
the meeting of the Owaissa 4-H
Club to order with the flag salute
and club pledge.
Sandra Calderwood, secretary
says, “We sang the 4-H clover
song and our collection amounted
to $.50.
Diane Messer represented our
club at the PTA meeting on Feb.
1.
The club made plans to invite
neighboring clubs to its meeting
during February vacation. The re
freshment committee for this
meeting will be: Eleanor Dirion,
Rebecca Trask, Judy Payson, Lee
Saucier, Lorna Messer and Gail
Kirkpatrick.
Jefferson

Charlotte Lermond and Sandra
Mullins gave a demonstration, on
"The Daily Seven" at the eighth
meeting of the Luckiettes.
At their business meeting, the
girls made plans for Parents’
Night, an exhibit of hobbies will
be on display that night with a
special program.

Warren
A meeting of the Georges Val
ley Boys w’as called to order by
the president, Thomas Richards. !
Mrs. George Martin, the leader,
assigned part of the street to each
member to be kept clean of paper
etc. The secretary writes, “We
started on our tool boxes made
from corn beef boxes.” Mrs. Martin also read about fire safety,
Next meeting will be held on Feb.
29 at 7 p. m. Refreshments of
popcorn, cake and milk were ser
ved.

West Rockport
“Skirt Hems" were judged by
the Singing Sewing Girls at their
tenth meeting with Mrs. Hazel
Gammon, assistant club agent
in charge.
Carole Lunden, Martha Saimi
Camden
nen and Marieta Eriokson were
The Seaside 4-H Club held their
winners of ribbons in the contest. meeting on Jan. 23 at the YMCA.
The next meeting will be today For their community project they
at the home of the leader. Mrs. decided to sell peanuts to earn
Helen Lunden.
money for the Polio fund, also
Rockland
voted to send Valentines to Danny
Gloria Kavanaugh, secretary of Pitcher.
the South End Girls, report reads
The cooking girls learned how
as follows, "Had instructions by to pack a lunch box. The first year
leader, Mrs. Hazel Kavanaugh Ii sewing made wrist pin cushions,
and Red Cross instructor, Mrs. and the second year girls worked
Rita Holden on making Valentine on blouses.
nut cups and gum holders for hos
North Appleton
pital patients. Made 96 cups and
Herbert Butler, Jr., was acting
33 gum holders. Also took material secretary at the meeting of the
home to work on during February. Georges Valley Hustlers in North
North Warren
June Stimpson’s report of the
ninth meeting of the White Oak
4-H Club says: “We had two
judging contests, one for the boys
on electric account sheets and one
for the girls on clothing account
sheets.
Mrs. Bunny Pecce showed us
how to fix stuffed eggs and then
we all made some. Had them for
refreshments with crackers, punch
and cake.
The next meeting will be at
the Grange Hall on Feb. 11 at 2
p. m. Movies on "Wildlife in New
Hampshire” will be shown.
Refreshment
committee
for
next meeting is Kathy Wylie, Alton
Gammon and Roy Pecce.

Appleton.
He writes that Mrs.
Frank Meservey gave them three
handkerchiefs to sell chances on
for the March of Dimes. Voted
also to take a dollar from the
treasury for the same. The next
meeting will be today at 1 o’clock
at the home of Mrs. Edna Butler.

South Jefferson
The senior group of the Happy
Harvesters held a meeting, Jan.
19 at Marion MacDonald’s home.
She is the leader of this group.
James Blake described his
problems and procedure in mak
ing a rowboat.
Nona Slaughter showed her
scrapbrook, also a sample of ma
terial which she is using to re
model her bedroom.
Faye MacDonald showed two
tables which she has sanded and
stained.
Joyce MacDonald showed us the
kitchen cabinet and chest of
drawers which she has repainted.
The senior group made plans
with the junior group to hold a
Valentine’s Day party.

lights of Maine farm and home
activity, the latest annual report
of the Extension Service of the
University of Maine is being distributed.
Copies of the 50 page, printed
report may be obtained without
charge from
the Knox-Lincaln
County Extension Service office at
Rockland or by writing the Bulle
tin Office, Extension Service, Uni
versity of Maine, Orono.
It's
Maine Extension Service Bulletin
446.

Saastamoinen
New Bulk Feed

Plant Manager
Walfrid Saastamoinen of Thom
aston is managing the new bulk
feed plant of Wirthmore Feeds on
US 1 in Thomaston near the South
Warren bridge. The plant is ex
pected to be in full operation this
month.
Mr. Saastamoinen has been with
the United Co-operative Farmers

TO BUY- BUILD- IMPROVE-REPAIR
Easy Monthly Payments
Rockland Loan & Building Association
16 School Street

Tel. 430

Rockland, Maine
55-S-tf

Preparations were made at the
traveling.
Round Table
Alton Hupper was appointed as a Monday night meeting for enter
representative of the Governor's taining
members
of
Acorn Director Speaking
Highway Safety’ Committee, to Grange, Cushing next Monday
serve on a local Highway Safety night when the Third and Fourth At North Haven
Council.
Degrees will be conferred on a
The Community Men’s Club of
Nina Freeman is a patient at
class of candidates. A good at- North Haven will meet Monday
Knox Hospital and Harriett Tib tendance is hoped for to greet the
... ..
, ...
... .
i with dinner at 6.30 p.m. at Nebo
betts had the misfortune to rall I guests and new candidates.
Lodge.
Speaker
for
the
evening
and dislocate her right elbow. We
Richard Gould was appointed to
wish these members a speedy rc- represent the Grange on a local w*" *>e ®r’ Henry K. Puharich, dicovery.
Highway Safety Council which is rector of the Round Table FounLast Monday evening 21 mem- to be formed by the State High- dation at Rockland. This will be
bers braved the snowstorm to at- way Safety Committee. An in- one of the top meetings of The
tend Grange.
vitation for neighbors' night at year. At 8 p. m. all men, ladies,
The First and Second Degrees Progressive Grange Feb. 22 was and young people are invited to
were conferred on two candidates. received and accepted, patrons | hear Dr. Puharich.
It was voted to send a cash
donation to the Maine Children’s
GERTRUDE HUPPER PRESIDENT OF
Home in Augusta,
Following the meeting a social !
KNOX POULTRY IMPROVEMENT ASSN.
hour was held in the dining room.
Virginia Fay and Alfred Chad
Mrs. Gertrude Hupper of Mar
wick are on the committee for tinsville was elected president of
the Feb. 6 meeting. They plan the Knox County Poultry Improve
to have a fudge sale. Irene Farm- ment Association at the annual
er will assist them with a pro- I meeting of the group at the Farns
worth Museum in Rockland Tues
gram.
day evening.
Weymouth Grange

O’Dell
Weymouth Grange had Neigh
bors Night Monday with members
from Megunticook, Wesseweskeag,
Owls Head, Acorn, Goodwill and
, an(j gf George Granges as guests,
I On account of the weather PioBy Lawrence

store in Rockland the past seven , neer Seven Tree and Warren
and one half years, first as assis- j GrangPra ;.a8 not aWe to be with
tant manager and the greater i ug
part ui
of the
as ...a..a
manager.
|.«n
u.e time «=
6n, He , Jn the absense of our lecturer
, terminated his duties Jan. 28.
MariIyn yinal, Ruth Maxey helped
,
| The new plant, first of its kind
. out by taking her place for the
in Maine, will take poultry feeds 1
evening.
from bulk railroad cars which will
„ . a
, x r
id
•. i Robert Murray, master of Wesroll into the plant of a 16 car sid- i
ing and store it in huge overhead ’eweskeag Grange, installed Celia
bins. Bulk delivery trucks owned Wallace as Cer*’« °f Weymouth
by Wirthmore and dealers in de- Grange.
We were pleased to see Mr. and
livery to poultry farms in the
' Mrs. Charles Rogers back with
Coastal Area.

Appleton
Lois Goldschmidt, secretary of
the Appleton Boosters reports,
“Seventy-three bags of peanuts
were sold for the Polio Drive.”
Raw fruit was prepared by the
cooking girls while the clothing
girls worked on skirts and needle
holders.
Next meeting will be on Feb. 11
Camden
at 1 p. m. at Gloria Gushee’s.
Linda Barker,
Martha Libby
Judging contests will be held on and Anne Sullivan won ribbons in
account sheets.
a judging contest on hems held
Martinsville
recently by the Seaside 4-H Club.
Neal Hupper won the contest on Also, taking part were: Patricia
“Parts of a Lobster” held by the Curit, Patricia Mitchell, Patricia
Lobster Buoys at their fourth $5iteel, Brenda Chapman, Wilma
meeting last Tuesday night at the Leonard, Jessie Heal, and Shirley
home of the leader, Mrs. Gertrude Whittier.
Hupper. Neal had a perfect score
Diana Cotta and Rebecca Water
and other high scorers were'Ver man won ribbons in the table set
non Thompson and Virgil Morse, ting contest also held by Seaside
Jr.
4-H Club. Taking part were: May
The boys voted to have a re Connell, Rhonda Leonard, Sena
freshment committee each meet Leonard and Deborah Buck.
ing. Barry Cook, Eugene Bracey
The next meeting of the Seaside
and Neal Hupper will be on the girls will be held Monday at 3
committee for the next meeting, p. m. at the Camden YMCA.
Feb. 27.
Loana S. Shibles, club agent,
Earle Cushman, secretary will will be present and hold a break
have a game for the next meeting. fast menu judging contest with all
of the members.
Warren
Mr. Lucinda Waterman is lead
"Mrs. Ada Spear gave a very
interesting talk on old buttons and er and she is assisted by Mrs.
she brought some to show us”, Frank Leonard, Mrs. Marie Con
says Nancy Starrett, secretary of nell and Mrs. Alice Buck.

MONEY FOR HOMES

i please note the date and plan to
attend as a very pleasant evening
THE GRANGE CORNER
is anticipated. The Grange voted
a sum of money to the Maine
Children's Home Society.
The
Limerock Valley Pomona
j square dance with Howie Davison
By Evelyn W. St. Clair
The following took part in the , caUinK wjl, be held 0[) March &
Pomona meets Feb. 11 with lecturer’s program: Robert Mur
Patrons «re reminded that the
Penobscot View Grange at G'.en ray, Thelma Murray, Fred Raye, annual dues are now payable.
Cove at 2 p. m. w’ith program at Dora Maxey, Carlton Morse, Sam
Prpicello. Viola Littlefield, Irene ;
Maple Grange
3 o’clock. Cub Scouts from the
Pipicello,
Geraldine
Dow,
Donna
I
Maple
Grange
installed their
Congregational Church will be
guests. We have never before en Sylvester. Laverne Orcutt. Greta | oncers last Thursday night with
Frank Flagg and staff from Jeftertained the Cubs. Officers hope Clark and George Nye.
The Lecturer's March was won1 ,erson and Miafi lda Bennett of
a large crowd will come out to
by Marita Mcally of Wessewes- Nobleboro at the piano. The folmeet them.
i lowing officers were seated: Mas
The Overseer will bring greet keag Grange.
Earl Maxey appointed the fol ter. Frederick Carroll; lecturer,
ings and the response will be by
Barbara Bowman, steward, HarEffie Dyer of Owls Head Grange. lowing refreshment committee for
1
old Smith; assistant steward,
At 6 o’clock, a supper will be the dances for the month of Feb
Donald Ross; chaplain, Mildred
ruary:
Donna
Sylvester,
Eddie
given by the host Grange with
Ross; treasurer, Douglass Ross;
members of other Granges bring Sylvester and Laverne Orcutt.
secretary, Dorothy Ross;
Refreshment committee mem
ing sweets. In the evening, the
Ceres, Madelyn Lewis; Pomona,
bers
for
Grange
meetings
in
Feb

host lecturer, Una Ames, will give
Sara Robinson; Flora, Elizabeth
ruary are: Celia Wallace, Effie
a fine program.
Weaver; lady assistant steward,
Pryor and Marceline Stone.
Donna Mank; executive commit
Ocean View Grange
There will be a Pot Luck Suptee, Frederick Ross. Lincoln Po
By Nellie 51. Boyles
per next Monday night at 6.30 for
mona
will nfeet with Maple
A meeting of Ocean \ lew Grange members only.
Grange Tuesday eveningh Feb. 14.
Grange was held Jan. 23 with
Meenagha Grange
fair attendance, considering the

Mrs. Hupper, an active poultry
raiser, has served in the past as
the association’s vice president
and secretary and as treasurer of
the poultry show which the group
operates each year.
Other officers are Miles Leach
of Warren, vice president; and
Lester Shibles of Rockport, secre- :
tary-treasurer.
Kendall Orff of Cushing, hatch- '
ery operator and poultryman, has
served as the association head the
past two years.
Frank Reed of Orono, poultry
marketing specialist for the Maine
Extension Service, was the speak
er of the evening. In his talk, he
covered the growth of the poultry
industry in Maine over the past
15 years. He spoke from experi-

Gertrude Hupper

ence, having been the poultry spe
cialist at the University until last
year and instrumental in promot
ing the industry during its period
of greatest growth.

Are there times when your cus
Macaroni Frankfurter Loaf
tard pie doesn’t always turn out
9x5x3-inch
pan.
Preheated
tbe way you would like to have oven, 375 deg. Baking time, 45
it? Here is a custard pie recipe minutes.
that turns out a perfect pie every
One package (8 ounces) elbow
time.
macaroni, cooked as directed on
Custard Pie
package; 3 tablespoons butter or
One egg white—beat stiff and margarine, 3 tablespoons all-pur
add: c CUp sugar, 1, tsp. nutmeg pose flour, 2 teaspoons salt, 1 cup
i tsp, salt, 1 tsp. vanilla, beat1 milk, 2 eggs, well beaten, 2 cups
into beaten egg white; 2 large or 3 Cheddar cheese, grated or shred
medium eggs, 1 egg yolk, add to ded. 2 tablespoons prepared or 1
above and beat slightly; 2S cups tsp. dry mustard. 8 frankfurters.
warmed milk—stir into egg mix
Melt butter or margarine over
ture.
medium heat. When melted, add
Pour into unbaked pastry shell flour and salt. Blend thoroughly.
and place in oven preheated to Now add the milk, stirring con
450 deg. Reset control to 425 deg. stantly. This makes a thick white
and bake 30 minutes.
sauce. Quickly add the eggs, re
Note: There will be a place in move from heat, add cheese and
the center which is not "set,” but mustard, and stir until cheese has
it will finish cooking after pie is melted. Then combine the cooked
placed on cooling rack.
macaroni with cheese sauce. Put
At this time of year, most peo a layer of macaroni mixture In
ple aren’t as busy as usual and bottom of greased loaf pan. Place
many women enjoy trying differ four frankfurters on top of the
ent recipes to perk up morales another layer of macaroni, reand lagging appetites. Here is a mixture, lengthwise of pan. Add
rather novel way to serve maca remainder of frantfurters, and
roni and to add a certain amount top with another layer of maca
of zest to your meals.
roni mixture. Bake. Serves six.

4-H Riding Club

May Be Formed
In Owls Head

Seaside 4-H'ers
Sell Peanuts

For Polio Drive

John Goater, livestock specialist
The Seaside 4-H Club conducted
of the Agricultural Extension Ser a "Peanuts for Polio” day Satur
vice, Orono, will meet with the day, from which they realized the
boys and girls interested in or sum of $47.37. Members who par

ticipated were Shirley Whittier,
Ann Sullivan, Jessie Teel, Karen
Debbie
Head on Wednesday. Feb. 8 at Smith, Mary Connell,
Buck, Linda Barker, Dianne Cotta,
7 p. m.
Mr. Goater has had experience Brenda Chapin, Sena Leonard,
with 4-H Riding Clubs in Pennsyl Rebecca Waterman, Wilma Leon
vania and will bring ideas in both ard. These girls were assisted by
riding and management for the Bobby Whittier, who is a member
of the C. of C. Sheep Club.
members.

ganizing a 4-H Riding Club at the

home of Deborah Hary in Owls

Food Leaders

H.D.A. To Conduct

Review Feeding

Sewing Classes

In Emergency

For Beginners

Square Meals for Many and
emergency
feeding
refresher
classes were held at Thomaston
Federated Church, Jan. 31 and at
Waldoboro Grange Hall, Feb. 1.
Mrs. Esther Mayo, agent-atlarge, conducterd the meetings
with the assistance of Mrs. Mabel
K. Folsom, home demonstration
agent and Mrs. Gertrude Hupper,
county foods leader for Knox-Lin
coln Counties.
Emergency feeding committee
lists were revised for all com
munities.
Foods leaders pre
pared and served a noon meal
emergency style.
New report
forms were discussed and explained,
The fooda lfader from eacb

Sew Easy for Beginners Classes
are to be held for Clothing Lead
ers of Knox-Lincoln County Exten
sion Groups on Feb. 10, 17, 24, and
March 2.
These classes are
planned as a result of requests for
assistance
in
making
cotton
skirts. Clothing leaders and as
sistants who attend these classes
may then plan community sew
ing meetings with their own
groups, as they wish.
These
meetings are planned for women
and girls who have had little sew
ing experience.
The first meeting is to be held
at the Nobleboro Grange Hall,
Feb. 10 at 10.30 a. m. Dinner will
be served by the Nobleboro Ex
tension group. Leaders who wish
to attend are requested to send a
card to Mrs. Mabel K. Folsom.
Home
Demonstration
Agent,
Rockland.
Leaders are asked in choosing
material to avoid plaids, checks
and stripes which would require
matching. If material is not san
forized it should be shrunk at
home before the class.

and unload.
This will have an
overhead door and will also pro
vide Mr. Smith with storage for
his truck.
While it is not possible to elimi
NOTES OF A
nate all the work from broiler
raising, Mr. Smith has gone a
long way toward making the art
a pleasant task. The best broilers ,
seem
to
come
from
well group received a Cornell quantity
heated and well ventilated houses. recipe book for use in preparing
That, of course is assuming that Meals for Many.
the raiser is a top grade manager
At the Thomaston meeting 27
like Mr. Smith.
leaders were present, represent
ing
to
avoid
drafts
on
the
chicks.
at carpentering. It seems that Mr.
ing 15 communities. There were
Smith at one time had worked in The whole system has been scienThe price of eggs has dropped 24 leaders present at the Waldo
a furniture factory and this stood tiflcally engineered for this partifrom 19 to 20 cents a dozen in a boro meeting, and 13 communities
home in good stead. With the aid , cular house.
The
only comforting were represented.
j of a swing saw he went to work j Heat for the building and brood- month.
When I speak of expert care, I and when the carpenters arrived ers is provided by two automatic thought is that the drop was cus- j Foods leaders who attended the
am indicating that Mr. Smith they found neat piles of cut-to- steel hot water furnaces known as hioned by the highest price for meetings were: Laura Harjula,
knows his broilers and his record aize lumber piled on the concrete "Swirl” furnaces due to the fact the period in 20 years before the Viola Littlefield. Thomaston; Lillian Simonton, Alma Ulmer. Elizahas proved this. This brings us slab. The head carpenter quickly that the fire from the burners price started down.
Last
week
alone
extra
and
reg

beth
Simonton, of Simonton Corbroiler
I
found
out
that
this
was
the
first
'
swirls
around
the
tubes.
Electric
to Mr. Smith’s former
raising activity which came to an i of the three stories all ready to current is assured at all times ular large lost nine cents to 42 ner; Myrtle Spear, Thora Wads
and 41 cents. Mediums had the worth, Rockport.
abrupt halt last year when fire go up. A little over a month later with a standby generator.
Dorothy Hamalainen, Evelyn
Each pen has five fintype brood same loss to 39 and pullets went
destroyed his plant. To make mat- i when I went there last week the
ters worse that building was filled house was only 10 days away from ers connected by a continuing pipe down seven cents to 35. Accord Merrifield, West Rockport; Geor
j along the center. The hovers neat- ing to William Curtin in the Bos gia Brownell, Hope; Mary Mc
with about 12,000 birds ready to the first chicks.
Lucinda
Waterman.
The building is over 200 feet ly attach for brooding and can ton Sunday Herald, even at the Donough,
go to the dressing plant. And still
Avis Rainfrette, Dorothy Mitchell,
new
levels
confidence
was
still
long,
with
six
pens
each
100
be
surrounded
with
a
barrier,
if
another setback was the fact that
Camden; Geneva
Richardson,
lacking in many quarters.
the building and birds were de feet long and 36 feet wide. The 1 necessary.
Minnie Cross, Owls Head; Edith
The
prices
above
were
for
wall
construction
is
studding
on
1
Waterers
are
a
relatively
new
stroyed during the record price
Candage, Evelyn Cates, Rockland.
16 inch centers, boarded inside type to this area. They consist of browma, and white* are a cent
season of 1955.
Hazel Hills Warren; Mildred
Many a business man's career | and out. An aluminum vapor bar- a hand type fountain with float lower and not in a particularly
Waldron.
Vivian York,
South
happy
position.
Even
the
best
has ended when a fire destroyed rier is under the inside boards ! valve which hangs from a Fox
Thomaston; Virginia Ward, Doris
his property but Mr. Smith de and a water resistant fibre board valve. There is a waterer at every (prices for whites have shown
Keene, Nobleboro; Juanita Hawes,
cided to rebuild and his plans call covers the outside. This will later post and they can be lowered so some discount from browns of late.
Doris Miller, North Union; Edna
ed for a building to hold 24,000 be painted with aluminum paint. ; that Mr. Smith hopes to do away One poultryman told me that he
I
,
no
longer
received
any
premium
birds to broiler age, twice the size The roof is A-type with enough with all hand watering when the
on his extra large whites and was
of the other building.
pitch to give storage space above chicks are young.
SEE THE NEW
cut two cents on mediums. The
Feed
will
flow
from
bulk
bins
in

Last week through the kindness the third floor. This is thorough
cut
on
extra
large
to
large
price
of Charles Varnam, Wirthmore ly insulated and covered with to the hoppers of six automatic
CLINTON
I feeders, one in each pen. During could produce the so called New ,
service man, I had the opportuni aluminum roll roofing.
York
pack
as
no
extra
large
are
I
ty to see the new building and dis
Instead of windows a space has ; the first 10 days the chicks will
HIGH SPEED
IJTE WEIGHT
cuss its details and possibilities been left on the side walls and on use chick boxes after which the pocked for that city which causes
the large cases to run heavier.
LOW COST
with Mr. Smith. I had met Mr. the inside and outside of the studs automatic will take over.
Besides the regular doors there Right now with one cent difference
Smith a few months before when roll Cello-glass has been installed.
CHAIN SAWS
he came to my farm to inspect
The forced veentilation system are small openings along the wall between the two top sizes that is
my ventilating fan set up.
consists of two fans in each pen in each pen large enough to not so bad.
As Ix»w As
Mr. Curtin reports that the price |
Before a nail was driven Mr. with two automatically opening shovel out wet litter or put in new
Smith spent several months plan outlets on the opposite side. So litter. These little openings will breaks have caused severe losses
Complete with
ning.
After he had assembled that the ventilation system will have other uses too. An elevator to buyers who have direct contact
the necessary information he cor work regardless of the tempera- j will be installed to carry up bail- with producers. He might also ;
Guide Bar and Chain
related what he considered the ture clocks are installed which ! ed shavings and other things have mentioned the severe losses
to
the
producers
themselves.
best ideas into a definite building | will turn the fans on periodically necessary tothe care
of the
Chas. E. Stackpole
The average price for January
and equipment plan. The progress | when the pen temperature bal- I chicks,
THOMASTON, MAINE
'55
for
large
was
38
cents
with
of construction was little short of ances the thermostats.
I
Bulk truck drivers will find a
TEL. 1M-J
The air from the fans will have i large annex on one side of the February '55 at 48. Here’s hoping
remarkable due to the planning
#-S-tf
and al9O due to Mr. Smith's ability ducts to carry the air to the ceil- i building where they can back into that February is a better month.
By Henry Teague

The erection of a new broiler
house in Maine is nothing very
unusual but the broiler house I
am going to tell you about is
something that I think is rather
special.
A few days from now Leroy
Smith of Aina is going to put the
first flock of chickens under the
brooders of his new building in
Aina and those chicks are going
to have the advantage of practically every known advancement
in broiler raising along with the
expert care of Mr. Smlh, ably assisted from time to time by Mrs.
Smith.

poultryman

$162.50

Barton,
Flora
Hatch,
Aina;
Winchenbauyh.
Agnes
Gladys
sP'cer’ South Waldoboro; Ellen
Grosvenor.
Tenants
Harbor;
Frances Thompson, North Noble
boro; Jessie Miller, Waldoboro;
Dorothy Prock, Orff's Corner;
Ruth Bond. Laura Cunningham,
Jefferson; Olive Crowell, Waldo
boro and Gertrude Hupper, Ten
ants Harbor.

Treat Your Hone Ta

Top Performance
Sharp, clear TV images; staticfree radio reception . .
watching and listening pli
are yours when yon rely on ns
for prompt, efficient
and repairs.

Richards
I Radio - Television]
SALES and SERVICE
'107 MAIN ST.
I Day Phone 1514 - Nights,

1J1-4

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Museum Presents Work Of Coastal Artists

THOMASTON
New* and Social Items, Notice* and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST.. TEL. 156-5

CLERGYMEN OF KNOX MINISTERIAL
ASSN. PRESENT COMMANDMENTS

FOR CONDUCT OF CONGREGATION

Rev. Everett Pender of Friend- dwelleth.” Ps. 26.8>
ship was elected president of the
8. Thou shalt not engage in
Knox Evangelical Ministerial As- whispered conversation during the
When making oat your will re
sociation at the annual meeting postlude or any part of the scr- member yoar chureh and your
held Monday morning at the Lit- vice, whether thou art in the hospital.
tlefleld Memorial Church in Rock- choir, among the assembled, or
land.
thy pew, but thou shalt concen- MRS. ELIZABETH ORCTTT
Mrs. Elizabeth Orcutt, 92, widow
Other officers elected for the trate thy thoughts and save thy
of Carleton Orcutt, and life long
coming year are: Rev. Sterling breath for the hymm. responses,
resident of Rockport, died at Rock
Helmer of Warren, vice president; and the amens, by which the cor.port Thursday morning.
Rev. R. O. Johnston of Rockland, gregation putteth enthusiasm into
Mrs. Orcutt was born Sept. 12,
secretary-treasurer;
and
Rev. the service.
1864, the daughter of James and
Chester M. Staples of Rockland,
In the Congregation will I bless Pauljne Ack)ey Thu,.ston
program committee chairman.
the Lord.” (Psalm 26.12)
Surviving besides her husband
The day’s panel was on “What
9. Thou shalt not interrupt the are one brother, Capt. Frank
the Minister Expects From The closing hymn and benediction by Thurston of Camden; a sister,
Layman”, and “What The Lay- putting on thy wraps, rubbers, Mrs. Gertrude Kneeland of Rock
man Expects of His Minister’’, etc., before the close of the ser- port, and several nieces.
The former was presented by Rev. vice that thou mayest be able to
Funeral services will be held
Everett Pender of Friendship and make a quick getaway before any Sunday at 2 p.m. from the Gilbert
Chester O Wyllie of Warren, li- one hath time to speak unto thee; C. Laite Funeral Home, with Rev.
censed preacher. The latter was nor shalt thou indulge in loud and J. G. P. Sherburne officiating. En
given by William Millington of irreverent conversation at the tombment will be in Mountain
Camden and Carroll Wixson of close of the service, by which the View Cemetery
Rockland.
solemn impressions thereof may ' -................... .........
. _____ ..y;,-.
«S* a •• ........................ •'
Photo bv Gullet1
The firs section was in the form be banished from the minds of are plans for the annual Country
Wendell Hadloek, director of the Farnsworth Alusuem. shows a painting. The Seiners, by one of the of 10 Commandments cleverly thy fellow worshippers,
Fair to be held in April.
Coastal Area’s better known artists, Edwin L. Brown of Rockland.
drawn with Biblical references. It
“Holiiy'ss becometh thy house,
The meeting is scheduled for 2
The Farnsworth Museum has
Artists exhibiting include:
. and Marge Hanna, Rockport; Ade was lightened with spots of hu- O Lord.” (Psalm 93.5)
p. m.
Members will sew on
Maurice Day and Grevis Mel-• Mersfelder, Naomi Elliott, Alice mor.
10. Thou shalt not shun thy pas- towels for thc hospital and tea
opened an exhibit of paintings by
and Freeman Garniss,
They were:
tor, if he chanceth to be at the will be served.
artists of the Coastal Area which ville, Damariscotta; Carol Bate; George
Thomaston; John Harris,
EllsHostesses of the tea committee
1. Thou shalt enter reverently, door to speak unto thee on thy
Wil

occupies the Main and North Gal- Gardiner; Andrew Winter,
i worth; Florence Moulton, Wiscas- quietly and gladly into the house way out. but of the service or ser- are Mrs. Gilmore Soule and Mrs.
1 leries of the Museum. The show liam Hekking, Monhegan; Eliot I set; Bruno Rissanen, Jefferson;
of worship remembering that it mon hath helped thee, thou Fred Bird. They will be assisted
will
on exhibit through March Beveridge, North Haven; Freder (Manford Carter and Hester Newey,
• is the "Meeting House” wherein shalt speak unto him the appre- by Mrs. Stanley Taylor, Mrs.
ick Hynd, Merle James and An , Hamden.
15.
♦
John Stevens. Mrs. Fred Snow’,
: CarQ, Gardintl. Marie Phelps,’
Subjects vary widely with the drew Wyeth, Cushing.
thy fellow worshipers.
, make “blue Monday”, less blue to Mrs. Al Plourd, Mrs. John Low,
Roger Deering, Kennebunkport; Marguerite Dudley and Locna Lenartists following fields of their
Sr., Mrs. Merrill King. Mrs. Alan
“I was glad when they said un- him.
own choice and mediums as well. Mae Cooney, Waldoboro; Jeanaifegt,
Camden; Robert
Bruce,
Grossman, Mrs. Isidor Gordon,
to
me,
let
us
go
into
the
house
of
‘
‘
A
word
fitly
spoken
is
like
the
The show will perhaps prove the Dale Bearce, Brunswick; Alice Rangeley; George Dearborn. Bath;
the Lord.” (Psalm 122.1)
apples of gold in network of sil- Mrs. Ray Eaton, Mrs. Kennedy
most interesting to local people of Harmon Shaw, South Portland;, Dorothy Blake, Castine; Richard
Crane, Jr.. Mrs. Freeman Brown
2. Thou shalt follow the usher ver.” (Proverbs 25.11)
any which the museum has shown Dahlov Ipcar and Marguerite Zo-iQreene> Dry Mills; William Thon,
and Mrs. Lyford Ames.
unto
the
seat
pointed
out
unto
i
The
laymen
’
s
side
of
the
disin some time, due to the local rach, Robinhood;
Emily Muir, port Clyde; John McCoy, Spruce
thee. and go into the farthest end cussion was potent as well. Acartists exhibiting and the subjects Stonington;
Gertrude
Tiemer, Head.
chosen, which are largely familiar Cundy’s Harbor; William Shevis, jon Ross and Helen Ciaravino, thereof, not making thyself a seat- cording to that angle, a pastor is
scenes or settings.
Lincolnville
Owls Head; Clifford Ladd, Edwin hog or endangering thy corns of expected to have about him: a
the home of her nephew and , a* ” 30 P- m- Wednesday evening
In the exhibit, the Maine coast
Betty McIntosh, Carroll Berry, Brown, Flora Cullen, Edwin With- thy feet by’ having latecomers manliness, a sincere socialbility,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth B<’rv>CP at 7 o'clock. Thursday
niece
to be a man to all men, to enis shown in all seasons.
i Janet Laura Scott. Ruth Bartlett, am and Richard Senter, Rockland. squeeze by thee.
Keyes, after having been a pa evening at 7 o’clock the Women’s
“I went with the throng and led | gage in interests outside the |
tient at the Knox Hospital for the Missionary Council will meet at
“The Apostle and The Nazarene”,' She was dinner guest of Mrs. them into the House of God.” church or share in community inthe church.
past few weeks,
City Librarian
(Psalm 42.4>
. terest, be able to converse in a
by Solomon Asch. and “Angel Ur- Audrey Lincoln,
Orient Lodge, AF&AM, will hold
3. Thou shalt enter therein and cultural manner, to have knowlaware”
by Dale Evans, wife of
The
regular meeting of the
Discusses
Books
a stated communication at the
Roy Evens, written for the
par Monardo Council will bv
held be seated in thy pew with wraps edge of current events and books,
OVERLOOKING SOSTOM COMMON
.*
Masonic Temple Tuesday evening
ents or handicapped children. "My Tuesday night and the officers removed and books arranged, at to be sympathetic
to sinners, to
ROCKPORT
On
Religion
at 7.30. Refreshments will be ser
Spiritual Diary", and “The An- will be installed for the ensuing least two minutes before the ser-i visit the ill. to be an advisor in
handy to
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
ved.
The Association of Universalist swer is God’
There will be a
lunch vices open.
prepared to join church problems,
in life and
Correspondent
SHOTTING • THEATUS
were deftly han- year.
The Star Circle will meet Tues
Telephone Camden 24A3
^Women met in the home of Rev. , died.
SUBWAYS • HISTORIC
Mrs. Selma Anderson returned heartily in the music, responsive' preaching to be a good ambassaday evening at 7.30 at the home
SITES • BUSINESS
on Tai- ' phe worship service was con home Monday from visiting her readings, and all parts of the ex- dor of Christ, to find opportunity
I and Mrs. George H. Wood,
..w—.......
of Mrs. Blanche Lermond.
DISTRICTS
hot avenue Wednesday afternoon i ducted by Mrs. George st. Clair. sons, Carl and Kenneth in Long ereises; and by a moment of pray- | of service and work for his parish'
The
Try-To-Help
Club
met
this
Next week is National School
ioners, to avoid promotion of
with
26
members
present.
Miss
Lsland,
N.
Y.
While
she
was
there
i
er
and
meditation
divest
thyself
Hymns
were
sung.
Accompanist
at
Lunch Week and as Thomaston 1 week at the home of Mis. Abbie Ruth Rogers, Rockland librarian,
the piano was Mrs. John McLoon. Kenneth made a trip to visit with of any grouch which might dis- things from the pulpit, avoid par- ; MODERN - COMFORTABLE
School lunch facilities are not ade j Sylvester. Beech street. The group was presented by Mrs. J. N.
ACCOMMODATIONS
Mrs. Benedict Dowling, president, relatives in Sweden. Mrs. Ander- figure thy countenance and mar ticipation in politics, and to avoid J
quate to accomodate parents at 1 will meet next Monday evening at Southard, w’ho spoke most in re
conducted the business session son says that he enjoyed it so the profit of the meeting unto standing in the way of others.
the
home
of
Mrs.
Ellen
Bohndell,
noon, a supper will be held Thurs
Devotions of the day were led
gard to new and old books on re Refreshments were served by much he is planning on going thee,
day at 6 o'clock at the Lura Libby Camden Road.
CHILDREN UNDER 14 . . . NO CHARGE
“The Lord is in His Holy tem by Rev. Melvin Dorr, Jr., D. D..
ligious themes, presented in a Mis Ardrey Orff and her assis again as soon as possible.
PARKING AVAILABLE
Mrs.
Evelyn
Crockett
entertain

School by Mrs. Aaron Clark and
Thc American Legion Auxiliary ple; let all the earth keep silenc? of Camden.
readable manner for the average tants.
Mrs. Dana Stone. Please make ed the Rockport Thimble Club on
Several
contributions
were
made
I
met
on
Wednesday
night
at
the
Rev. Donald Ryder of Appleton,
person.
before Him.’’ (Heb. 2.20)
Dinner was served by
reservations through your child or
Works of Norman Vincent Peale, to thc Clara Barton and the Elliot Legion Hall. A delicious supper 4. Thou shall hearken diligently retiring president presided.
the school teachers.
A regular the hostess. Table decorations and Rev. Harry Emerson Fosdick,
was served by the committee: unto the words of thy minister,
P. Jossiyn Diabetis Camps for
PTA meeting will be held at the 1 were in a Valentine motif.
The
Mrs. Dorothy Headley, Mrs Ha and not divert thy attention by
were touched upon.
Also Mary boys and girls.
Henry Jackson To
school at 7.30. There will be a meeting next Tuesday will be held
zel Roberts, and Mrs
Edith p|anning the dinner, devising a ;
Ellen Chase, a Maine writer,
speaker on “Area High School
home of Mrs. Blanche CarPoole.
Meeting followed •supper.; way
which thou mayest swat Address Knox
whose best seller in 1944 w’as
Program”.
I ver, West street.
Sunday morning Rev. W
INTIMATE COCKTAIL LOUNGE
S- thy business rival, or Check the !
“The Bible and thc Common
1 Th< Young People’s Society of
Eileen Sutherland ot tho
Stackhouse will take for his sub , missing cylinder in thy automo- Hospital Auxiliary
Reader'
Church News
her most recent book is VINALHAVEN
Hammond Organ
, the Rockport Baptist Church, acject
“
The
Magnificent
Obses

Administrator
Henry Jacltaon
I bile, and especially shalt thou not
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Sunday School at the Baptist COmpanied by Mrs. Carl Small, “Life and Language of the Old
sion.”
Correspondent
distort thy countenance and give I will speak to the Ladies’ Auxiliary
Church Sunday morning at 9.45 Mrs. Harry Straub and Mrs. Testament”. In the first she at
Tel. 172
There will be another Fisher forth sonorous sounds by falling of Knox County General Hospital
with Communion service at 11 Fred Thompson, held a skating tempted to define the Bible as a
at their meeting at the Medical
, .........
-JZS man’s Vesper Service at 4 o’clock into a deep sleep.
o’clock with Rev. John B. S. Fitz party Monday evening at the whole, while in the latter gives
j some knowledge of the history of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Greenlaw Sunday afternoon and the subject! “Awake to righteousness and | Arts Building, Tuesday.
patrick bringing the Communion Snow Bowl. Hosmer Pond.
will be “I Believe.”
Mrs. Robert Lindquist. Aux
sin not.” (Cor. 15.34)
^own the Jewish people from whence has as guests over the weekend
Meditation. Nursery for small
Mrs.
Helena Kenney
The
Wednesday night church 5. Thou shalt remember the iliary president, said Mr. Jack
children during the service of wor clerk. has been appointed as j the Bible came. Miss Chase kin- Rev. Robert E. Jenkins and famik NEW ADVENTURE IN
service on Feb. 8 will be under
offerings and by using both ends son’s topic will be the integration
ship. BYF meets at 6 o’clock with Registrar for the Selective Ser- 1 dies in other people the fire of her jy. Mr. Jenkins is the son of thc
DELIGHTFUL DINING
the direction of the Board of Edu
of
the
Auxiliary
with
the
over-all
own
enthusiasm.
of
thy
duplex
envelope,
show
that
late Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Jenkins,
Ralph Clarke speaking on “The vice. Boys reaching the age of I4’
cation.
thou art not a tightwad, or lack program of the hospital. He is
Twelve Apostles”. Evening ser will register at her home office j Other books mentioned by Miss ! former pastor of Union Chureh.
Rogers
were
some
of
the
poems
ing in missionary knowledge and thc first of four speakers ached- I
He was chaplain in the Navy and
vice at 7 o’clock with Rev. Fitz on Church street.
uled to talk to the group at com TREMONT ANO BOYLSTON STREETS
by Grace Noll Crowell, in which I has recently returned from Korea.
zeal.
patrick s subject being “The Mis
THOMAS J. WALSH. Gtwol Menogar
The Rockport Fire Dcpartni nt
,
y.,.
j
“Lay up for yourselves treas ing meetings.
sion of The Church”. Monday. was called on Wednesday noon »h< shows her deep, abiding faith. ; At present he is taking a course WALDOBORO
To be discussed at thc meeting »- —
MR^ RFNA CROVTOLT
urers in heaven.” (Matt. 6.20)
at the Theological School in New
World Wide Guild Girls will meet to a chimney fire at the home of
Correspondent
6. Thou shalt be always ready
at 7 30. Group one at the home oi Mr. and Mrs. Emil Erickson. No ,ures to donate to the 8tate School Jersey. His many friends were
ph one Templp 2-92A’
for Boys are asked to bring them pleased to see him after an abto welcome strangers, sharing
Mrs. Linwood Silver, Jr., and damage was reported.
SUNDAY: 3.00 to 10.30
to this meeting.
sence of 26 years and to meet his
with them thy pew and thy
group two at the home of Miss
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
DAILY: 2.00—6.30—8.30
The
regular
monthly
meeting
nj
C
e
family.
hymn
book,
and
giving
unto
them
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Monahan
Joan Monroe with Mrs. John Fitz
of the Fish and Game Association
..
,,
patrick as leader. Both groups are
The Knit Wits met with Mrs. have had for house guests their the glad hand; remembering when |
| will I held Monday at the club ~
,
daughter
Marlene and
friend thou wert a stranger in a strange '
working on scrapbooks. On Mon CAMDEN
J
Dorothy Hansen on Tuesday
I house at 8 p. m. The busin.......
day the Brta Alpha will hold a
KENNETH HERRICK
ning. Lunch was served and a Reginald Roy of Boothbay Harbor. church and didst suffer embarass- |
meeting will
be followed by
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Genthner ment because of scanty welcome !
work meeting at 7.30 at the
social evening enjoyed.
Telephone 2197
movies and refreshments.
“If ye have regard unto him
have
returned from New York.
church. R<freshments will be ser
Marguerite Chapter. O E S. will
The Seaside 4-H Club wil, meet
Miss
Thelma Sidelinger is that weareth fine clothing, and
ved. Thursday, prayer and pray
meet Monday evening at 7.30. It
on Monday at the YMCA after
in St. say. sit thou here in a good place,
er service. Friday, a YBA group
The Tri-H-Y girls and their leadwill be the annual election of of spending her vacation
school.
Mrs.
Loana
Shibles,
and ye say to the poor man, stand
will attend a YBA Cluster Confer- er. Mrs. Percy Hopkins, met Wedficers. Lunch follows the meet Petersburg. Fla.
County Agent, will be present at
Elroy Gross attended
a Soil thou there . . . do ye not make a
ence at the Camden Baptist nesday evening at thc home o!
ing.
the meeting.
difference?’’ (James 2.3-4)
Church.
Sandra Ruiter, at which time'
Mrs. Lucy Skoog was in North Conservation in Auzustarecently.
Mrs. Marion Hopkins will enter
7. Thou
shalt not nervously
Fed (rated Church School Sun- plans were made for a father-;
Haven onThursday to a meeting j Mr- an(1 Mrs. Fred Munroe have
tain the fifth reunion of the mem
daughter banquet to be held at the
with the trustees of the I.C.M.S. '!eft for California where they will snap thy watch or ostentatiously
bers of the Camden High School
YMCA on Feb. 14
----------------------------------------------- —- visit Mis. Munroe, sons Harold stare at a clock during the ser
class of 1951 Mothers’ Club at
PUBLIC PARTY
The Elm Street Reading Club
and Francis Orff.
vice. giving the impression that
her home. Feb. 9.
A covered
will meet with Mrs. Armida Saw
Boy Scouts of the Coast Dis thy mind is upon dinner, early af
G. A. R. HALL
dish supper will be served at 6.30
yer Feb. 6. Thc readers will be
trict will hold a rally at Waldo ternoon golf, or the motor trip in
All members are welcome.
TODAY AT 2.00—6.30—8.15
Mis.
Henrietta
Knowlton
and
Mrs.
boro High School Saturday eve to the country.
Monday, February 6
Rita Johnson.
ning February 11 at 7.30 o’clock.
“I love the habitation of thy
2 Exciting Action Shows
2.(H> r. M.
SOCIAL DANCE
The Monday Club will m< et at.;
house, the place where thy glory
Kory < alhoun, Sh»*lh*y Winters Four scoring events will be held.
A< IIIIX <.li\\GE IIAI.I.
the home of Mrs. Dorothy Worth j
"THE TREASURE OF
< i smxo
en. Miss Bertha Clason will be;
ENDS SATURDAY: "BOWERY BOYS" and "NAKED SEA"
PANCHO VILtA"
Every Saturday Night
thc reader.
In
Color
and
SuperScope
Music
by
Hswaiianaircs
Dr. J. Sherwood Armstrong is a
ROCKLAND
Donation 50c
Plus Edw. G. Robinson in
patient at the Osteopathic Hospi
14-tf
tal in Portland.
"ILLEGAL"
MAINE
The Frien<Ls-in-Council will meet j
ANII AXOTHKK GIANT
(TEL 892)
SOCIAL DANCE
Tuesday afternoon, at the home of
(NOT A SALE)
$110 CASH NITE AWARD
SOI TH THOMASTON
Mrs. Preston Wy.song. at 2 o’clock
GRANGE HALL
equipped for HI-FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND
The assisting hostesses will be'
Sunday-Monday-Tucsday
Every Saturday — 9- 12.30
Mis Andrew Side.- and Miss Gert
FUEL FOR
Music by th** Nor’EasIcrii
"NAKED STREET" and "FORT YUMA"
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
On zVincrica’s Last Frontier,
rude Eastman. Mrs. John Tewks
Donation 50c lAerynnc Welcome
. . . One Man Stood Above
BERNZOMATIC
Sunday: Continuous from 3 — Mon.: Mat. 2 - Eve., 6.30-8.30
bury will speak on “Vital St at is
Them All!
SATURDAY
Saturday Matinee: "Naked St." Not Shown
tics.’’ Any members having pic !

Mrs. E. M. Silver has returned day morning at 9.45 with Mrs.
to her home in Portland after Karl Stetson superintendent. Scrspending a week with her son and vice of worship at 11 o’clock with
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs Fred Perkins of Warren as speaked. Chuich music: Solo by Robert
Linwood Silver.
Mrs. Martha Carter substituted Stackpole. Anthem by the choir,
during the past week In the sixth “Light On A Lonely Road” by
grade for Mrs. Peryl Robinson Clark. Nursery for small children
who has been confined to her during the service of worship un
der the direction of Mrs. J. Warhome by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. John Jenkins and ren Everett. Sunday afternoon at
chidren have moved from the 4 o’clock an interdenominational
Starr ett house on Main street to i youth service will be held with
Young People from Warren. ThomCamden.
Rev. and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick aston and Warren participating,
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hallowel’ Rev. H Christi Schjeveland of the
attended the reception held at Damariscotta Baptist Church a3
Beach Chapter, OES. Lincolnville, speaker.
Worship service at the Finnish
last Wednesday honoring Worthy
Congregational Church Sunday af
Grand Matron Hazel K. Libby.
Sgt. Sumner Archer arrived ternoon at 1.30 with Mrs. Helen
Tuesday at the home of his par- i Sarrion, pastor. Thursday eveents. Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vinal. ning, the sewing circle will meet
after receiving his release from at 7 o’clock at the church followed
active duty in the Marine Corps by a worship service at 8 o’clock,
at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Mass will be celebrated at St.
Brownie Scout Troop 6 met Mon- James’ Cathodic Church Sunday
day afternoon at the Baptist morning at 9 o’clock.
Holy Communion at the St.
Church with 10 present. .The group
finished making holders and will John’s Episcopal Church Sunday
start work on wrap books next morning at 8 o’clock with Canon
Monday. The Dragon Cement has Scott of Portland. Celebrant. At
again this year agreed to sponsor 10.30.
family service morning
this troop.
i prayer with Freeman Garniss
Approximately 30 attended the
Reader. Sunday School will
area training class held at the be omitted
Sunday School at the Assembly
Federated Church last Tuesday
of
God Church at 10 a. m. Sunday,
on “Meals For Many” which in
cluded emergency feeding. Those followed by service of worship at
from Thomaston attending werc: 11 with Rev. Robert Dickinson
Evening
Mrs. Carl Littlefield and Mrs. bringing the message,
service at 7 o’clock Tuesday.
Arthur Harjula.
Mrs. Inez Keyes has returned to Young People meet at the church

x—r*HOTEL •
^Tourame

Reasonably Priced!

Camden Theatre

Price
Reduction

TORCH
Now Only $1.69
Was $1.95

COMPLETE

TORCH KIT

$6.95

Very Handy for Soldering,
Plumbing, Thawing lwipe«*. Etc.

7Oth Century-Fox pre»«nti

CLARK.

HARDWARE
THOMASTON

LOANS

‘25/50, MOO?.’>1200

MONEY IN 1 DAY

SAT. 2 P. M. - "FORT YUMA" and 50 MINUTES CARTOONS

OUR NEXT ATTRACTION

iNSOM!

BLACKBOARD JUNGLl

TRIAL

Choose your own w^y to re
pay
up to 24 month*.
I itr intnunrr $i m jOO'lKWlI WM
Ute
Inha H»Rr.ack M-t’nal I -»r Iruinme f.nmjjir/

PUBLIC LOAN
359 Main Street

14-15

PAULDCUSLAS
RUTH ROMAN

CABLE RUSSELL RYAN

er other plant

STUDLEY

COUJMliA PICTURES

JANE .ROBERT

COLlEANQ 6^^seeing*

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND

Phone: 1720

3c M« tleky twut WOAM PnCuceS toy M. 1. T1WWMW

Sundays at 3XM)——6.36—8.39 p.m.
Weekdays: One Show At 7.15

DnkM h AW HUGKS . A

ALSO: DANNY KAYE

rw.iun

S*T

>Knox©

Tuetday-Thuriday-Saturday
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Page Seven

Looking Ahead
(Continued Prom Page One)
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BIRTH OF AN ANGEL
They call her an angel of mercy. And they
mean it! Just ask the ones who have de
pended on her in a time of fear and pain.
How did she become an angel of mercy?
Was she born to be a nurse ... or did she
just happen to decide that would be a good
profession?

She decided. But she didn't just happen
to decide! It grew within her—this yearn
ing to help others.
It began one day in church school. Was it
the lesson of the Good Samaritan—or one of
the others? The idea thrived on many an in
spiring sermon. Then one day it became a
conviction ... something to pray about ... to
plan for.

Today she is a wonderful nurse. Tomor
row she’ll be a loving wife ... an under
standing mother. You see. she's not unusual,
this girl. She is simply a girl whose Church
helped her find God’s challenge in her life.

THE CHURCH FOR ALL

AU FOR THE CHURCH
Church is the greatest tac

.
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5: Copyright 1956. Keister Adv. Service, Strasburg, Va.'-

Sponsored by
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

A. C. MclOON & CO.

Rockland - Camden - Union - Vinalhaven
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Distributors Shell Gasoline, Range & Fuel Oil
Utility Gas and Gas Appliances

E. B. CROCKETT STORES, INC.

WALTER MORSE, FLOWERS

410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Our Luncheonette

For Four Floral Needs

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County in Thrift and Home
Ownership Since 1888

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.
Packard and Willys
Sales and Service

COMPTON'S
Mnbil-Flume Bottled Gas Distributor
TEL. 1135
ROCKLAND, .ME.

EASTERN TIRE SERVICE, INC.

M. E. WOTTON & SON
Floor Coverings and Interior Decorations

ALLEN BROWN
Men's Clothing and Furnishings
304 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1782

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
“Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Your Money Bark"

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
Service As Yon Want It

CARL M. STILPHEN

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS
Prescription Specialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

Retreading and Repairing
70 PARK ST.
TEL. 1555

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
AAA and ALA Emergency Road Service
TEL. 8004
MM KI.AM), ME.

STANLEY'S GARAGE
The Handiest Place In Town
TEL. 511
ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND POULTRY CO.
Growers and Buyer* of
Fancy Live and Dressed Poultry

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.
Boston - Portland - Rockland
Belfast - Ellsworth - Yarmouth, N. S.

MCDONALD'S DRUG STORE
Prescription Service
THOMASTON, MAINE

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
Ford - Lincoln - Mercory
ROUTE 1
THOMASTON, ME.

G & E TEXACO SERVICE
Wes Greene — Alfred Erickson
THOMASTON. MAINE

BURPEE FUNERAL HOME

Men’s and Boys' Wear
433-435 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

EDWARDS AND COMPANY
The Cream of Ice Cream

THE PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
Rockland’s Leading Restaurant
Owned and Operated by the Mclntoshes

V. A. BURNS MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail
97 MAIN ST.
THOMASTON, ME.

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

DANIELS JEWELERS
Lloyd E. Daniels, Certified Gemologist
Registered Jeweler, American Gem Society

STARR BROTHERS, INC.
General Contractors
282 PLEASANT ST.

ROCKLAND

AL'S HAIRDRESSING
SEA VIEW GARAGE INC.
COLLINS & FOSS, INC.

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT 1ENTER
Home of Dutrh Boy Paints
586 MAIN ST.
TEL 25-W
ROCKLAND

MARITIME OIL CO.
KALLOCH FUEL SERVICE
MAKES WARM FRIENDS
Rockland 1311, If No Answer (all 896-R

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
Morris B. Perry - Estab. 1904 - Earle C. Perry
Food Market. Park St. - Coal Office Mala SL

SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC
<88 MAIN 8TRET

Dry Cleansers
ROCKLAND — CAMDEN

MILLER'S GARAGE
DeSutn — Nales-Ser.iee — Phmouth
25-31 RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND

HUMPTY-DUMPTY RESTAURANT
W’herc Good Eggs Meet To Eat

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
Prescription and Fountain Service
THOMASTON. MF..

RICHARDSON'S
Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

various repairs. $2,000.
Street cleaning, $3,900. Will re
main the same.

Summer street last year would
eventually cut this figure consid
erably. The greater part of the
$39,000 is used in street repairs,
patching and tarring.
State Aid funds amount to $3,906
which are matched dollar for
dollar by the state on streets used
as state highway routes.
Other construction projects
which will remain the same in
appropriation are sidewalk con
struction at $5,000 and sewer
maintenance at $2,000.

at time of purchase from $1,800 to
Sidewalk repair program, $325.
$3,500. The ages of the units To remain the same
Worship services for members will speak on “The Atonement” ranges from one year to 14 years.
Parks and playgrounds, $7.80€
of The Church of Christ will be i and the Communion Service will
A new sidewalk plow was pur To remain the same.
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday in be observed. At 2 p.m. there will chased last week at a cost of
Shade trees. $2 800. No change
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock be a Teacher Training Conference $3,800. Last winter, a tractor unless Dutch Eton disease comes
street. Evangelist Dwaine Evans under the Y.B.A. program in the which can be used in conjunction into the area which would inof Augusta will lead.
vesti>. At 4 p.m. there will be an with a front end loading unit for crease costa sharply.
• * *
Interdenominational Youth meet- gravel pit use and a snow blowAirport maintenance, $7,500; inSt. Peter’s Episcopal Church: ing in the Thomaston Baptist er for snow removal was bought eludes manager’s salary of 53 OOf
Order of Services: Parish Com Church. At the 6 p.m. B.Y.F at a cost of $5 000.
Maintenance includes runwayj.
Missions will
munion and Sermon, 9.30 a. m.; meeting, study i
Mechanizing Department
Replacement of trucks and other lights and plowing in winter. In
Communion
Breakfast,
10.30; be continued under the direction
motorized equipment is figured at addition to the salary, the airBoth City Manager Allen and •
Church School, 11.00. Weekdays, i of their leader Mi s. Louise Thom$9,000 per year. It does not appear P°rt manager receives the use of Superintendent Halligan observed
Mass, Tuesday. Thursday and Fri- ' as- 1° the evening service at 7.15
as such in the budget as a portion a city owned house on the airport that every effort is being made to
day at 7.30 a m., Wednesday, Mr. Staples will speak on the sub
ject “The Impotent Man.” Mon of the total is assigned to each No change in the airport items L mechanize tfhe department in
6 a. m.
every way possible. The reason,
day the World Wide Guild will project of the department on anticipated.
which vehicles are used.
, Parking lots will get $1,100 for they said, is to cut down on occa
St. Bernard’s Church in Rock meet at 7 p.m. with Dianne DeSome of the project appropria- maintenance. The city in the pas* sional labor employed in storm
land, Sunday services, 8 and 11 shon at her home on Camden St.
I year constructed a lot for 58 cars periods and to take the place of
a. m.; St. James Church, Thom Tuesday evening at the regular tions are as follows:
on the former site of the city labor which is unattainable in the
aston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of Good Prayer meeting of the church at 7
Public building, janitor service I
stables between Tillson avenue summer months when the depart
p.m.
study
will
continue
in
the
Hope Church, Camden. 9.30 a. m.
at city hall and in the library,
and Winter street. An 80 car lot ment’s heaviest work load is on.
Confessions at St. Bernard’s Rock book of The Acts. The quarterly $2,382. No change anticipated.
is under construction in the rear This program will not necessarily
land, Saturday. 3.30 and 7 p. m. meeting of the church will follow
Fuel for all buildings except
of Masonic Temple with an en cut down the present work forces.
♦ ♦ »
the prayer service, after which
schools. $4,000. No change.
trance on Lindsey street at a cost
As to salaries. Halligan said that
The Reorganized Church of there will be choir rehearsal.
Utilities, all buildings except
of $7,000, which is already appro should increases be granted other
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Thursday night at 7.30 the Fidelis
schools, $2,900. No change.
priated.
pastor George Woodward, holds Class will meet with Miss Janet
municipal employees, his men
Supplies for public buildings.
services at G.A.R. Hall Limerock Henderson at her home. 77 Park
A city dump appropriation of would expect to be considered.
Street: Church School at 10 a. m. St. Apartment 9. At 6 p.m. Thurs$2,400 of past years will be drop
The new city garage, construct
Pleaching at 11 a. m.. with Com- day the Lend-A-Hand Class will sage.”
ped to $1,400. The installation of ed last year on Pleasant street,
Meetings during the week will be
munion the first of each month.
meet for supper in the vestry with
a bulkhead at the quarry brink has improved greatly the vehicle
the men of the Farnham Class as follows: Monday: Pioneer Girls, has done away with the necessity maintenance program of the de
At First Uuiversalist Church at and their wives as guests. Friday Colonist group at 6.30 p.m., and ! of a full time attendant. A man partment with results showing in
11 a. m. tomorrow Scouting Sun- night at 7.15 there will be a Y.B.A. the first meeting of the Explorer j formerly at the dump full time
savings in idle time for units and
group at 6.30. Tuesday: The Gold
day is observed with Rev. George Cluster meeting in Camden.
en Hour of Prayer, Praise and • now works two hours daily there fewer breakdowns of equipment in
H. Wood conducting the worship.
Bible Study at 7.30. Wednesday: I seven days a week and the rest times of stress.
Special speaker who has as her
..D
j
Morning
Service
Mr. Halligan indicated that, bar
The Pilgrim Pioneer Girls at 3.30 of his hours on other department
topic “Beyond Ourselves
Ourselve® ”, which
K
duties.
ring salary increases, his budget
will tell of youth in Europe as she be held at the Owls Head Church the stockade for boys at 7; and
Road and streets will require might be slightly lower when pre
choir rehearsal at 7.30. Thursfound them abroad on a trip last at 8.45 a. m. with the pastor. Rev.
summer, is Miss Alice M. Harri Chester M. Staples speaking on day: The Junior Ambassadors the same appropriation of $39 000 sented in May. Even if increases
son, assistant Director of the Lib the subject ‘The Atonement" meeting at 3.30 and Saturday: as this year. Halligan commented are gi ’en. it is possible that they
eral Religious Youth organization Sunday School will be held at Prayer hour at 7.30 in preparation that a new street construction will not equal savings in some
program, such as was started on appropriations.
of the Universalist and Unitarian 10 a. m. and the B.Y.F. will meet for Sunday services.
Church, Inc. Present for the ser- at 6 Sunday night. The prayer --------------------------------------------------ItEGAL NOTICES
ANNIE F. HAHN late of Rock
vice will be Boy Scouts of Troop meeting of the church Ls held LE(.AL NOTICES
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
STATE OF MAINE
land. deceased. Will and Codicil
203 and Cub Scouts of Pack 203, 1 Thursday night at 7.30.
thereto and Petition for Probate
I. Olive E. Strout. Register Pro PROBATE NOTICES
and the 70 boys of these two
Tern of Probate for the County of
To all persons interested in thereof asking that the same may
groups, sponsored by the Church |
At the Church of the Nazarene, Knox in the State of Maine, here either of the estates hereinafter be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to
will be led in the pledge to the , Rev. R. O. Johnston, pastor, the by certify that in the following named:
American Flag by Scoutmaster E Sunday services will be as fol estates the persons were appoint
At a Probate Court held at Stuart C. Burgess of Rockland, he
administrators.
executors, Rockland, in and for the County being the executor named therein,
E. Harrington and Cubmastcr Al lows: Sunday School classes will ed
guardians and conservators and of Knox, on the seventeenth day without bond.
fred L. Benner.
The Sunday meet at 9 45 a. m.. the morning
on the dates hereinafter named. of January, in the year of our
ESTATE MANETTA YOUNG
,School me tits at. 11 a. m. with , worship will be at 10.45. the Young
MYRA H. A MARSHALL late Lord one thousand nine hundred late of North Haven, deceased.
Supt. Samuel W. Collins, Jr.
People’s meeting at 6 p. m., and of Somerville. Massachusetts, de- and fifty-six, and by adjournment Petition for administration ask
The schedule of the week in the evangelistic service at 7 p. m. ceased. December 30. 1955 Donald from day to day from the seven ing that Lottie P. Dyer of North
Haven or some other suitable per
cludes: Monday at 7 p. m.. Boy In the absence of the pastor, who L*. Marshall of Medford. Mas&a- teenth day of said January.
The following matters having son be appointed administratrix,
i serv- ' chusetts
was appointed admini; Scout troop 203 at the vestry; is conducting v
Youth Week
t
and qualified by filing been presented for the action with bond.
i Tuesday at 6 p. m., supper meet- ices at Wiscasset, the morningI, strator,
bond on same date. Alfred M. thereupon hereinafter indicated it
ESTATE BUN W HUNT late
1 ing of the church choir at the service will be in charge of Ray: 7,trout of Thomaston was appoint- it hereby ORDERED:
of Rockland, deceased. Petition
I home of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Collins H. Eaton and the evening service! cd Agent in Maine.
That notice thereof be given to for administration asking that
on Samoset Drive, followed by in charge of Mary Studley. The
EDGAR E. MANSFIELD late of all persons interested, by causing Madelyn E. Hunt of Burnham or
i choir rehearsal with Mrs. Esther mid-week praver meeting will be I Vnion'
December 29. a copy of this order to be publish some other suitable person be
ed three weeks successively in s»:pointed administratrix, without
| Rogers, director and Mrs. Frances
held Wednesday mght at 7 p. m |Union waii appointed executrix, The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper bond.
McLoon. pianist: Wednesday at 6
published at Rockland, in said
at the home of Wallace Weed. Gay without bond.
ESTATE
MENORA
ULMER
p.m. the monthly circle supper for
Street
Place.
The
Caravan, ALTON P. FRENCH late of County, that they may appear at late of Cushing, deceased. Petition
the church and parish is held at groups will meet at their regular j Camden, deceased. January 17. a Probate Court to be h >ld at said for administration asking that
Rockland on the twenty-first day
the vestry with Miss Jennie times and places next week.
i
Mildred B. Horton of Cam- of February A. D. 1956 at ten Virgil Young of Thomas' on or
Brown, chairman. Following sup
» # ♦
don was appointed Executrix, o'clock in th- forenoon, and be somo other suitable person be ap
pointed
administrator.
without
without bond.
per a free motion picture program
heard thereon if they see cause.
bond.
At the Rockland Congregational
leroy F. GLEASON late of
is presented by Frank J. McDon
ETHEL M MacCAUSI^AND late
ESTATE WILLIAM HILL late
nell of Rockport with films Church, Rev. Charles R. Mon-1 Union deceased. January 17. 1956 of South Thomaston, deceased, of Appleton, deceased. Petition
Charlotte M. Gleason of Union was
“Bright New World'* and “There’s teith. pastor: Morning Worship
Will and Petition for Probate j for administration asking that
will convene at 10.40, with the re appointed executrix, without bond. thereof asking that said will may Karl Johnson of Appleton or some
Color in Your Life."
EDWARD B
MacALLISTER
ception of church members and
be ,proved and allowed and that other suitable person be appointed
late of Rockland, deceased. Jan
The Pratt Memorial Methodist the sacrament of the Lord’s Sup uary 17. 1956 Edna M. Andrews Letters Testamentary issu» to administrator, without bond.
ESTATE GEORGE W. RHODES
Church. Merle S. Conant, minis per being observed. The pastor's of Rockland was appointed execu Ethel H. Godfrey of South Thom
aston, she being the executrix late of Washington. deceased.
ter. will have the Sunday morning topic will be “A Fellowship of Be trix, without bond.
named therein, without bond.
Petition for adm nistration asking
ROY V. SIMPSON late of Crieworship service at 10.30.
The : lievers.” Church School classes
CLARENCE E. MILES late of that Harold W. Flanders of Wal
sermon theme wil be “Humilty, for third graders and over at 9..15 haven. deceased. January 17. 1956 Vinalhaven, deceased. Will and doboro or some other suitable per
Opens the Door’. Anne Davis will and for those younger at 10.30; Ava Clark Simpson of Criehaven Petition for Probate thereof ask son be appointed administrator,
was appointed executrix, without
play “Andante
Religioso” by Comrades of the Way will omit bond.
ing that said will may be proved without bond.
and allowed and that Letters
ESTATE PERL SUKEFORTH
Liszt, “O Taste and See” by Mac- their meeting at 6 30 and partici
CATHERINE M. WADE late of
issue
to
Cora late of Washington, deceased.
Farren, and “Magnificat” by Rob pate in the 4 o’clock interdenomi- Warren, deceased. January 17. Testamentary
Churchill Miles of Vinalhaven. she Petition for administration asking
inson. The choir will sing the an national service at Thomaston I 1956. Janet P. Smith of Warren
being the executrix named there that Clyde Sukeforth of WaldoFidvratcd
Church.
The
Senior!
"'
ap
appointed
executrix,
without
them “I Will Dwell in the House
in, without bond.
• boro or some other suitable perbond.
of the Lord” by Eville. and (’. Choir will sing at 10.40. direct’d
‘ sen be appointed administrator.
’
NAN B HIGGS late of Rockbond.
Eugene DeGroff will present at a by Mrs. Winola Cooper, with Mrs.
Rockland.
deceased.
port, deceased. January 17. 1956 Petition for Probate thereof ask
ESTATE ENIE S. PIPER late
solo “The Lord is my Light" by Howard Rollins, organist.
Alfred Bruce Higgs of Rockport ing that said will may be proved I of North Haven, deceased. Petition
Speaks. The Church School will
Appointments for the week in wns appointed executor, without
and allowed and that Letters for Administration d.b. n.c. La
hold its session at 11 o’clock with clude: Monday at 3, Girl Scout bond.
Testamentary’ issue to Adelbert R asking that Robert I. Burch of
classes for all age groups. All Troop 1 and at 7, Boy Scout Troop
M AU RICE W. LEADBETTER Bachelder of Rockland, he being Spruce Head or some other suit
members of the parish are invit Troop 20 and at 7 the Senior Choir late of Vinalhaven. deceased Jan the executor named therein, with able person be appointed admini
strator,
d. b. n. c. t. a.
without
ed to attend one of the classes. 206; Tuesday at 9. Girl Scout uary 17. 1956 Maggie Leadbetter of out bond.
WILLIAM A. SEAVEY late of bond.
The Youth Fellowship will meet at will rehearse; Wednesday the Vinalhaven was appointed execu
trix. without bond.
Rockland. deceased. Will and
ESTATE SHERMAN H WHITE
5.30 with Phil Haskell conducting Rounds Group meets at 7.30 at the
BESSIE S. SULLIVAN late of
the devotions, and Charles Cross' church; and on Friday the Junior Thomaston, deceased. January 17. Petition for Probate thereof ask late of St. George, deceased. Peti
ing that said will may be proved tion for license to sell certain real
presenting some pictures of the Choir rehearses at 3.15.
1956 Susan M. Bowlcy of Rock and allowed and that Letter estate situated in St George and
state of Texas.
land was appointed executrix, Testamentary issue to W !i »m fully described in said petition
without bond.
Paul Seavey of Rockland, he being presented by Ada A Walp of South
The Bo.v Scouts will meet on
Divine healing, healing through
LULA E. PAYSON late of Rock the executor nanuxl therein, with Portland. Administratrix
Monday evening at 7 o'clock, and
I spiritual means alone, will be a port. deceased. January 17, 1956 out bond.
ESTATE CARROLL MACY late
Girl Scouts meet on Tuesday af
topic dealt with at Christian Sci Knox County Trust Company i/
EMMA M. HOPE late of St. of Ow’ls Head, deceased. F.rst and
ternoon at 3.30.
The weekly
Camden
was
appointed
executor,
ence services Sunday in the Les
George, deceased. Will and Peti Final Account presented for allow
prayer service will be held on
| and qualified by filing bond on tion for Probate thereof asking ance by Hayward H. Coburn, ad
son-Sermon entitled “Spirit.”
Tuesday evening at 7.30. A serthat said will may be proved and ministrator. c. t. a.
Luke’s account of Christ . esus , I same date,
vice of song, prayer, and Bible .
..
,
..
. . , , .
LINN A H. FROST late of War allowed and that Letters Testa
ESTATE WILLIAM C. LUFKIN
woman
ren. deceased. January 17. 1956 mentary issue to Wallace G. Hope
study will strenghten for the week
spirit of infirmity eighteen Walter O. Frost of Warren was and Nina K. Hope both of Ram late of Glen Cove, deceased. First
and Final Account presented tor
with its burdens and privileges.
i years, and was bowod together, appointed executor, without bond. sey. New Jersey, they being the allowance by C. Clifton Lufkin.
The Baraca Class will hold its |
and could in no wise lift up h«rANNIE H
BESSEY late of executors named therein, without Executor.
monthly meeting on Wednesday
self” (Luke 13> will be included I Friendship, deceased. January 17. bond.
ESTATE EDNA E. FRENCH
night at 6 o’clock. After a supper j
JOHN HENDRICKSON late of late of Rockland, deceased. First
in the readings from the King 1956 Guy E. Bessey of Friendship
together, the group will conduct j
was
appointed
executor,
without
South
Thomaston,
deceased.
Will
|
and
Final Account presented for
James Version of the Bible.
business and enjoy a social pro- j
and Petition for Probate thereof allowance by Crosby* F. French,
The
Golden Text is
from bond.
gram. The committee is Lena
EDWARD G. I^ANE late of asking that said will may be administrator.
Psalms (143:10>: “Teach me to
Vinalhaven. deceased. January 17. proved and allowed and that Let
Stevens, Thelma Stanley, Fern
ESTATE HARRIETT E AB
do thy will; for thou art my God: 1956 Annie H. Lane of Vinalhaven ters Testamentary issue to John
BOTT late of Rockland deceased.
Horeyseck, Mae Gregory, Edith
thy spirit is good: lead me into was appointed executrix, without Oliver Niemi of South Thomaston, First and Final Account present
Tweedie. The meeting will be
he being the executor named ed for allowance by Mary A.
the land of uprighteousness.”
bond.
held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Stone, executrix.
AMANDA M. LUNPEN late of therein, without bond.
Sunday services at 1030 a.m..
Arthur Dame on Ocean St. The
JESSE A. W. SMITH late of
ESTATE MABEL H THORN
Sunday School at 10.30 a.m. Wed Rockport, deceased. January 17,
Rockland.
deceased.
Will
and
junior choir will meet on Friday
1956 Harvey E. Lunden of Rock
DIKE late of Rockland, deceased.
nesday night services at 730.
Petition
for
Probate
thereof
ask'
port was appointed administrator,
afternoon at 3.30 with Anne Davis
First and Final Account present
ing that said will may be proved ed for allowance by Harold S.
without bend.
conducting the rehearsal, and the
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
I
The Sunday services of the First
Leach, executor.
GEORGE H HICKS late of
senior choir will rehearse on Fri
Testamentary issue to Clara M. ;
day evening at 7 o’clock with C. Baptist Church will open with the Rockland, deceased. January 18, Smith of Rockland, she being the , ESTATE GENEVIEVE HAN
, Church School Hour at 9 30 a.m. 1956 Helen T. Hicks of Rockland executrix named therein, without ' LEY FRYE of Thomaston. First
Eugene DeGroff directing.
and Final Account presented for
The Morning Worship Service at was appointed administratrix, and bond.
qualified by filing bond on same
allowance by Anne H. GiHchrest,
The South Thomaston Methodist 1045 win include the Communion date.
MARCIA S. HASKELL lat< of Guardian.
Spruce
Head,
deceased.
Will
and
Church will meet for worship at 7 Service and a sermon by the pasVAINO T JOHNSON late of
ALFRED BRUCE HIGGS late
o’clock. Rev. Merle Conant will tor, Rev. Edward T. B&rram, on Rockland, deceased. January 26. Petition for Probate thereof ask of Rockport, deceased. Will and
ing
that
said
will
may
be
proved
1956
Helen
F.
Johnson
of
Rock

preach on the theme “Humility tJie subject “A Minister of Holy
and allowed and that Letters Petition for Probate thereof ask
Opens the Door”. All members Things.” Nursery care will be land was appointed administratrix, Testamentary issue to Robert 1. ing that said will may be pioved
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
of the parish are invited to sup- provided for small children durBurch of Spruce Head, he being and allowed and that Letters
same. date.
the executor named therein, with Testamentary issue to Lucille
‘port the service.
The Church
the morning service. Both the
SOPHRONIA E TOLMAN late
Higgs Thibault of Rockport, she
S< hool will meet each Sunday at Senior Ambassadors and the Early of Vinalhaven. deceased. January out bond.
being th* executrix named there
ALICE GODDARD WALDO late in. without bond.
10 o’clock.
Teen-agers wil Imeet at 5 45 p.m. 30. 1956 Hollis A. Burgess of Vinai♦ * *
The pre-service prayer meeting; haven svas appointed administra- of Friendship, deceased. Will and
ESTATE NAN B. HIGGS late of
Codicil thereto and Petition for
Sunday morning, at 9.45 Mission will be at 6 45. and the Evening J tor. without bond,
Probate thereof asking that the Rockport, deceas'd. Petition for
V1CIE M ALBEE late of Rock same may be proved and allowed administration d. b. n. c. t. a. ask
study under the direction of Mr Service with a hymn-sing and tesStaples will continue in the Sun- ! tinmon.v period will open at. 7 p.m. land. deceased. December 20. 1955 and that Letters Testamentary is ing that Lucille Higgs Thibault of
day School service at the Little- The broadcast over WRKD will be- Leslie C. Dow of Rockland was sue to Charks Gilbert Waldo. Jr., Rockport or some other suitable
appointed executor, and qualified
person be appointed administra
field Memorial Baptist Church at gin at 730 Music wail be by the by filing bond on January 30. 1956. of Grosse Point Farms. Michigan, trix. d.b. n.c.t. a without bond.
and Kenneth K. Stowell of Bronx
the corner of Camden street and choir and a vocal duet, and the
Attest: OUVE E. STROUT,
ville, New York, they being the
Attest: OLIVE E STROUT.
Philbrick Avenue. At the morning message by the pastor will be on
Register Pro Tern. executors named therein, without
Registee
t worship service at 11 the pastor, I “A Man of Dcjtiny and His Mcs-'
A.
15-SutU

i

.

'

Worship

will

EDITH S. BA< HELPER late ol I without
Will and

healing ot the “

which had
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CONNECTICUT ENGAGEMENT

Social Matters
Rounds Group will meet in the
Congregational Church Feb. 8 at
7.30. Following the business meetbandages will be folded for the
Red Cross under the direction of ]
Mrg Lilla Anthony. Hostesses for
^e evening will be Mrs. Bernice j
Havener, Mrs. Edna Look and j
Mrs. Corinne Edwards.

Mary Nichols, a freshman at
Gorham State Teachers College,
has been chosen as one of the candidates for Queen at the winter
carnival.
She was last year’s
Kippy Karnival Kween and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Nichols, State Street.

Rev. Charles R. Mohteith has
returned home from the 51st annuaj convocation Week at BangQr Theological Seminary.
Mrs
Monteith joined him on Wednesday for thp Alumni Luncheon at
vhkh he presided and for

Members of the Rockland Jaycee wives are reminded to bring
articles for the Augusta State
Hospital to the meeting Monday
night at the home of Mrs. Eve yn
Bridges, North Main street. As...
sisting hostesses will be Mrs.
6
Shirley Jones and Mrs. Priscilla
Adams.

of the Methodist
Church met Wednesday night fol-

week of Feb. 6 are: Monday. Mrs.
Lewis Black and Mrs. Edwin
Scarlott of Rockland; Tuesday.
Mrs. Charles Kigel of Warren and
Mrs. Roger Jameson of Thom
aston; Wednesday, Mrs. Helen St.
John of Camden.
Mrs. Evelyn
Merrifield and Mrs. Philip Davis
of West Rockport; Thursday, Mrs
Lyford Ames and Mrs. Austin
Brewer of Rockland; Friday. Mrs.
Margaret Simms of Clark Island
and Mrs. Ralph Cushing of Thomagton
.
The Roekland Women’s Club

Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar of
Vinalhaven celebrated their 61st
wedding anniversary at a dinner
party for close relatives held at
their home.

Present were 14 guests, friends
and neighbors dropping in during
the day to wish the couple happi

closing sessions that afternoon.

lowing the family supper at the
phurch Mrs v,rginia
Chatto conduptpd (hp businpss
meeting. Mrs.
Shirley Rollins, the devotional services and Mrs. Mildred Achorn.
the program. The group voted to
hold a rummage sale Feb. 18 in
z
the church vestry
J and also to buy
additional robes for the junior
choir. The meeting was held in the
Photo by Vincent Weston Studio
newly decorated vestry which was i
Miss Jayne Alyce Gilmore
done by volunteer workers, head- '
ed by Richard Havener as chair
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Gilmore j tual Insurance Company. She is a
man.
of Buena Vista Road, Fairfield member of the Eunice Dennie
Conn, announce the engagement of _ Burr Chapter of the D.A.R.
Mr. Norton is a graduate of the 1
The daughters of St. Bernard’s their daughter, Jayne Alyce. to
church will meet in the church Vance Norton, Jr., of Woodbury, University of Maine and is a j
han Tuesday, Feb. 7 at 7.30 p. Conn., son of Mr. and Mrs. Vance member of the Alpha Tau Omega
m
fraternity He served in the Navy!
G. Norton of Rockland.
------Miss Gilmore attended Lasell during World War II and Is in the
i Miriam Rebekah Lodge will
Junior College. Auburndale, Mass., claims department of Liberty
’ Meet Tuesday night, Feb. 7. at was graduated from the Univer Mutual
Insurance
Company,
7-30- There will be a 6.15 supper sity of Bridgeport and is an insur Waterbury. Conn.
preceding the meeting with Mrs. ance agent with the Liberty MuA spring wedding is planned.
Linniie Gray in charge of the
! kitchen and Mrs. Sally Cross the
j dining room. There will be a drili I MISS DONNA ROSALIE SIMMONS

will meet at 7.30 p. m. in the
Farnsworth
Museum workshop
Tuesday.
Mrs. Esther Gross of
Waldoboro, county clothing lead
er of the Knox-Lincoln Extension
Association will demonstrate rug
braiding and will exhibit several
of her rugs. In conjunction with
the demonstration members of the
club are asked to bring samples
of their hobbies. Mrs. Jean Fp
stein is the hostess for the evening and will be assisted by Miss

ness.
The ninth wedding anniversary
of their son and wife, Mrs. and
Mrs. Herbert Conway, of Vinal
haven, was celebrated the same
day with the couple present for a
joint observance.
Also present at the gathering
were: Mr. and Mrs. Langtry
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway,
both of Vinalhaven, and Mrs.
Merle Hutchinson of Rockland;
Cynthia and Pamela Conway, Van
and Harry Conway, Mrs. Elizabeth
Morse. Muriel Oakes, all of Vinal
haven, and Janice Hutchinson of
Rockland.
The couple were married in
Machias and have been residents
of Vinalhaven for the past 43
years.

High School P.T.A.
To Hear Civil
Defense Official
The Rockland High School PTA
Kippy Karnival, Rockland High's annual round of entertainment, midway and circus got underway
will have its regular monthly Friday at the school with just about everyone in the student Innly having a part. The colorful event
meeting Monday evening at the winds'up tonight with the Kippy Karnival Ball at the Community Building at which time the kween will
school auditorium
at 7.30. *” krown*^In the above photo, girls of the chorus of Cotton Picking Time run through a rollicking number
The speaker will be Charles before a backdrop depicting a Mississippi River scene which was painted by Jon Ross and Joe Nye of
Fenton of Bristol. At the present the student body. In the front row, from left to right, are; Harriet I.evco, Carolyn Snow, Barbara White
time Mr Fenton is an instructor hil1 an<' Sylvia Mackie. In back are: Joan Philbrook, Rosalie Halligan, Annette Shafter, Alice Ross, Mary
'
, r,
Grispi, Delnia Mills and Jeanne Stevens. The chorus was directed by Mrs. Norma Connors of the faculty,
on the Civilian Defense stan in
The p,cture below is from the Junior High circus staged in the home rooms of the classes. The
colleges and is located at the Uni- patient Is Esmond Kaler while the operating team is made up of eighth graders, Trudy Cranp, Rebecca
versify of Maine
Gould, David Morey and Donald Hooper. Henry .Martin of the faculty directed the circus.
.
, .
, ,.
. .
nrotos ov Cullen
The high school band, directed
by Antony Pelleria will present
the following numbers: “The Star
Spangled Banner,” “The Rock
land School Song,” “To A Wild
Roar.” "The William Tell Over
ture,” “Pacific Grandeur” and
"Pa vane.”
Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin, presi
dent. urges that all members and
interested persons attend the
meeting and program.
Following the meeting, refresh
ments will be served. Mrs. James
Kent and Mrs. Charles Fairweather will be the hostesses.

rehearsal following the meeting.
Thp MET — mpt Tuf,sday AND JAMES RICHARD SIMS ARE WED
njght at Up homp
After the bride and bridegroom
of Muriel Salo l At an 8 o’clock candlelight cere
wjth Marita stan,ey as
mony Tuesday evening in the cut the traditional first piece of
Each mpmbeT broUffht paRtry for Methodist Church in Friendship. cake Mrs. Joyce Chapman fin
a March of Dimes benefit Scotch Mias Donna Rosalie Simmons, ished serving. Mrs. Elsie Maul
auption Thp hostpss served re- R. N., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. din circulated the guest book.
After the ceremony the couple
freshmpn(s A11 mpriJbprs and SPV. Ray P. Simmons of Friendahip.
pra, gueRt, wp,.p prpspnt
Npx, became the bride of James Rich left by car on a wedding trip of
They
mepting wi|1 be hp|d at tbp homp ard Sims, son of James P. Sims unannounced destination.
of Oxford. Pa. Rev. Kathleen I. will make their home at Ox
„f Mrs Frank gaIo
Weed, performed the double ring ford, Pa.
j
____
I Mr. and Mrs. John M. Richard- service in a setting of white gladi
The bride is a graduate of Wal
Lucille Nason. Mrs. Katherine j son wili spend the coming week oli with background of wood- doboro High School and the Mel
Extension Work
wardia ferns.
rose Hospital of Nursing. Melrose,
Karl and Mrs. Kathleen Spencer. I >n Boston.
Mrs. Margaret Wilson played Mass. She is a member of the Explained To
The Catholic Women’s Club will the traditional wedding music and Friendahip Methodist Church. She
General Knox Chapter, DAR.
meet next Monday evening in the accompanied Walter Chapman, was employed as a nurse at the
Methebesec Club
Thomaston, will meet at the home
Parish Hall.
Members please soloist, who sang “The Lord’s Knox County General Hospital.
of Mrs. Lilliam Dornan, Monday
bring exchange Valentine gifts.
The Extension Service was the
Prayer.” A reception followed at
The bridegroom graduated from
evening at 7.30 with Charlotte
subject presented by Mrs. Howard
the
church
vestry,
which
was
dec

the
Oxford
High
School
of
Oxford.
Gray the assisting hostess. There
orated with similar flowers.
Pa. He is member of the Red- Proctor at the Friday meeting cf
are several matters of importance June Gardi
Given
in
marriage
by
her
men’s Lodge in Oxford. He is the Methebesec Club held in the
to be concluded at this meeting
Honored
At
father,
the
bride
wore
a
winter
with the Air Force and has just Farnsworth Museum auditorium.
Delegates and alternates to the
Mrs. Proctor, who is the leader
white
wool
suit
and
corsage
of
returned from a tour of duty in
state conference in Portland wil' Pre-Bridal Shower
of the clothing division of the
red
and
white
roses.
She
carried
Japan.
be elected and to Continental Con
Out of town guests were, Mrs. Knox County Extension Service,
A miscellaneous bridal shower a white Bible decorated with
gress in Washington. Fred Per
satin
streamers.
Mrs.
Joseph
Elsie
Mauldin. Mr. and Mrs. Wil- gave a brief resume of the begin
was
held
Jan.
25
at
the
home
of
kins, Jr., of Warren will be guest
Chapman of Warren, sister of the liam Mauldin and daughter of Ox- nings of the Extension Service of
speaker. His subject being “in Mrs. Judy Stambaugh honoring
bride. was her matron of honor. | ford. Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. Robert the College of Agriculture at the
cidents in the Lives of Washington Miss June Gardi. whose marriage
to William Smith took place Jan. She wore a grey wool suit and Beal of Thomaston; Mr. and University of Maine in 1910 when
and Lincoln".
Mrs. Ernest Genthner of Waldo its first director of extension was
_____
j 27. Mias Peggy Griapi assisted corsage of yellow carnations.
The
best
man
was
William
boro;
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Chap appointed. The Extension Service
Mrs. Lenora K. Cooper, a medi- ! the hostess. A buffet luncheon
Mauldin IH. of Oxford, Pa., and man of Warren; Mr. and Mrs. is but one branch of the College
cal patient at Knox Hospital, is was served.
Those present were: Mrs. Mari the ushers were Joseph Chapman Walter Chapman of Cushing; Mrs. of Agriculture and its work is
reported as making a slow* but
lyn Smith. Mrs. Joanne LeGage. brother-in-law of the bride and Kenneth Wilson of Pleasant Point; correlated with that of the other
steady re cove ry.
Mrs. Gloria Halligan, Mrs. Sylvia Burton Simmons, brother of the Mrs. Estelle Saastamoinen of two branches: research and resi
Cushing: Mrs. Camilla Donlan, dent teaching. The extension ser
Ruth Mayhew Tent, DUV, will Ross. Mrs. Lee Wood, Mrs. Chris- bride.
The bride’s mother, Mrs. Sim- R.N., Mrs. Raymond Andersen. vice has its state staff with spe
meet Monday night at 7.30 at the | tine Maxey, Mrs. Carol Berry,
GAR Hall with President Annie i Mrs. Barbara Gerrish, Mrs. Dolly morn wore a navy blue gabardine R.N., Mrs. George Bean, R.N., cialists and a county staff of which
Aylward presiding. A 6.30 supper I Weymouth, Mrs. Amanda Starr, suit and corsage of blue and Mrs. Leo Martel, R.N., and Mrs. the key figure is the extension
| John Chester of Rockland.
agent.
will precede the meeting.
Miss Irma Carvarson. Miss Joni white carnations.
The Knox County Extension
------------------Williamson, Muss Janice HutchinReg. $35.00 Storm Coats. All shn. Miss Sylvia Treneer, Miss
Service is divided into three
the
continuing
projects
of
furnish

Sizes and Colors. $19.98. SAVITT S, I Peggy Molloy. Miss Carol Kent. Rockport Party
ing health examinations and eye classes: clothing, food and home
Inc., Main St., Rockland. Maine Verna Valenta, and Miss Lanta To Raise Salk
' and ear examinations to students. management and Mrs. Proctor de
14-15 Preston.
General chairman of the card scribed the clothing class of which
party is Mrs. Herbert Alexander she is a leader and as such she
Vaccine Funds
who is chairman of the ways and j attends classses on sewing pioA benefit card party will be mpans committee
jects and then instructs the mem
held at the Rockport Eiementry
Chairmen of the several sub bers of the extension group.
School Feb. 9 under the sponsor committees are: Mrs. Darrell
The last part of Mrs. Proctor’s
ship of the Rockport Health Coun Pound, refreshments; Mrs. James paper dealt with the work of the
Moore, publicity; Mrs. Edgar Bar- 4-H Clubs which have helped de
cil’s ways and means committee.
rows, food barrel; Mrs. Henry X. velop ten million young people
Part of the proceeds from the
Jackson, tickets.
since their inception.
party will be turned over to a fund
Members of the committee in
to help pay the costs of Rockpoi-t
The speaker reviewed tor the
Salk vaccine clinics, one held last clude: Mrs. David Hamalainen, Methebesec members the mean
Mrs. Oliver Counce, Mrs. Glenice
month and another planned for
ing of the four H’s on the familiar
Mrs. Russell Upham. , “ , . ,
.............
March. Mrs. Maynard Graffam, Farmer,
..
,,
D ,, .
.
tour leaf clover national emblem.
Mrs.
Vera
Pendleton
and
Mrs.
,
council president, reported.
The four H s typify the training of
Malcolm Phillips.
Mrs. Chesley
Shots have been administered to
the head, heart, hands and heaitn
Cripps
and
Mrs,
Alexander
will
all school children up to the first
which is provided through the
arrange for food.
year of high school who have par
program of the clubs.
ental consent. Workers for many
Mrs. Proctor concluded her
of the health projects at the school Girl Scouts Elect
paper with the reading of the 10
have been drawn from the council
,
,
guideposts of 4-H work and the
whose officers are; Mrs. Graffam. POtfOl LeOOerS
national pledge after which she
Mrs. Keith Crockett, vice presi
Girl Scout. Troop 4. met in the introduced Mrs. Hazel Kavanaugh,
dent; and Mrs. Warren Barrows,
secretary-treasurer
Medical Center, Tuesday after leader of the South End 4-H Club,
The council has worked with the ,i<’ho#1 to start their home nursing "hose girte modeled kerchiefs.
school
physician.
Dr.
Harry courae and <’ueations w,re »'«<> draw 9tnng bags’
^Irts
Tounge, of Camden and public answer<“<1 b>’ th« instructor, Mrs. and aprons made by themselves,
health nurse, Mrs Ada Ames, in Elcanor Sayward. R.N., on Per- The girls had on display other
________________________________ sonal health.
j articles of sewing such as doll
A short business meeting was clothes, pin cushions and needle
j hpld. at which time the following cases. The members of this club
FILMS DEVELOPED
girls were elected to serve as pa- are: Barbara Childs, Gloria Kavi trol leaders for the remainder of anaugh, Andrea Smith, Brenda
Enlarged
J the year: Paulette Barton, Saga- Smith, JoAnn Sullivan, Raeleen
ex Jumbo Prints
more Patrol; Velita Thornton, Stockwell and Karen Thompson.
In Albums
Golden Rod Patrol; and Kathy
The next meeting of the Methe12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
Kunesh. Cricket Patrol.
besec Club will be Feb. 10 with
20 exp. 11.00 - 36 exp. $1.75
Anne Fowler was chosen by Walter Morse as guest speaker,
Please Remit with Cola
Mrs. Sayward to serve as monitor The members of the club are
next week. The girls are request- privileged to invite guests,
DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
ed to bring an apron and large
P. O Box M€, Dept. A.
BAR HARBOR, MAINE
For social items in The Courier
envelope for next Tuesday's les119-tf
Gaxette, Phone 770, City.

At The

Kippy Karnival Kween Krowned Tonight

61 Years Wed

Rockland Emblem Club will
hold a rummage sale Saturday,
Feb. 11 at the G.A.R. Hall. Weifare Committee Chairman Mrs.
Thelma Parsons, with Mrs. Bernice Holbrook and Mrs. Marguerite Brewer, co-chairmen, will be
at the hall Friday afternoon to receive rummage.

.
.
... stan
.
Volunteers
who
will
the
Tri-County Maine Cancer Society
office. 431 Main street, for the

Angus Hennigars
Of Vinalhaven

llockland Congregational, Youth
Week Statement; Mildred Young,
Thomaston Baptist, Offertory Sen
Clarence DeRochtences and
Prayer; Florence
Withee, Roekland Littlefield Bap
mont Wednesday
tist, who will lead “An Affirma
The Knox County Theatre Guild R Champlin. Jr,
tion of Faith”; Louise Lord, solo
will meet at the Farnsworth Mu
ist, of Warren Congregational;
seum Auditorium at 7.30 p. m. on Youth Service
and John Chapman, Damariscotta
Baptist, who will give the bene
Feb. 8.
Clarence deRochemont
of Rockland, who is employed by Meeting Tomorrow diction.
Also, the Junior Choir of War
Louis deRochemont of the de
At Thomaston
ren Congregational will present an
Rochemont Productions, will be
On February 5 at 4 o’clock, the anthem and their director, Mrs.
the guest speaker. He will show
two of their films and give a talk seventh
annual interdenomina- Roland Berry, will preside at the
on their production. The meeting tional youth service will be pre- organ console for the service.
is open to all members and those sented in the Federated Church of Blake Donaldson and William
interested in the work of the Thomaston, with nine young peo- : Flint of the host church will usher
Guild. President George Sleeper Ple taking speaking parts, besides for the service.
The speaker will be the Rever
will preside at the business meet-, a >’outh choir and ushers,
i
I Participating will be: Nancy end H. Christy Schjeveland, Dam
Richard Hodsdon, delegate to Howard, Warren Congregational, ariscotta, a missionary in the
the Maine Council of Little The- «h° win «ive thc °P<'nin« ‘‘“Ci Canal Zone for 12 years; and his
aters will give a report on the tation”; Peter Gay, Thomaston topic will be “Our Citizenship in
Federated, the invocation; Bar the World Community.”
meeting held at Lewiston. Oth
bara Whitehill, Rockland Metho
While planned primarily for
ers from the Guild who attended
dist, the Scripture lesson; Edward youth and conducted by youth
the Lpwiston meeting were: Es
Moffitt, Roekland Univeralist, who ( from different churches, everyther Wolfe, delegate, Mrs. Rich
will lead the "Litany of Purpose j one is invited to share in this serard Hodsdon and Mr. and Mrs.
and
Insight”; Ronald Orcutt, vice.
George Sleeper.
Progress reports will be given
by the directors of the two oneact plays, Betty Ann Virchow, di
recting
thc
drama - mystery
“Lights Out” and June R. Champ
lin, Jr., directing the comedy

Guild To Hear

I

ITHORNDIKE HOTEL

8

a

DOLLAR a DAY

THE

GROSSMAN WAY

vroi

IP
aI
1

“Write Me a Love Scene.” These
one-act plays are available for
presentation by sponsoring organi-1
zations upon request to the Busi-1
ness Manager of the Guild, June

AS UTTLE AS
A DOLLAR
A DAY WILL

Overlooking the Fenway

ENABLE YOU TO BUILD

J^OS tOYl9

YOUR OWN

Mass.i

Attractive, comfortable, homelike

HOME

JIT-

j
i

GROSSMAN'S
WILL SUPPLY ALL
MATERIALS and FIXTURES
NO MONEY DOWN
Local Representative

Amos Garrison
Tel. UM-W4

rooms, suites and kitchenettes—
near Kenmore Square and Boston
University. Modern, fireproof
building.
from $6 double

FAMILY PLAN
'K
Special rates for permanent guests.
F Hotel

f

CANTERBURY
14 Charlesgate West, Boston, Mass.

